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PLEA TO grangers
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Why Dairy Products Should
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Get Living Price In New
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
England Markets
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
“Grangers! Unite to get a decent
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established living price for your milk, cream and
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed ltB name to
•
the Tribune. These papers consolidated butter!”
March 17, 1897.
This admonition is carried on the
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‘KiNG OF THE TRAIL”

iiowever, that it had been operated A Strong Plea For the Preservation and Perpetuation
within a week, and Judge Butler im
posed the same fine given in the
Of the Red Fox
Is glad to announce that their Eight Piece Band will open for
other cases.
Dancing at
Three machines seized by the
sheriff's department were demolished
This plea in behalf of the red fox one of our best mediums of sport,
GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL, FRIDAY, APR. 15
yesterday after
their contents, was written by E. J. Dailey and is without even being sure that it will
amounting to about $80 had been ex
help another branch, should not and
Free Parking Space Will Be Supplied at the Oak Grove Cabins
tracted. This money goes to the here published at the request of Earl must not be tolerated. Improving
cover of a booklet soon to be circu
H.
Barter
of
Tenant's
Harbor,
a
county
treasury.
The
two
machines
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• i lated in Knox County. One page is
the “cover” for birds and furnishing
POPULAR PRICES
DON’T FORGET THE DATE
••• I
seized by the police yielded about $20. staunch advocate of the views there necessary food in winter will actually
•*
It is the contest that delights •••, a reprint from The Courier-Gazette
Similar disposition is made.
do more toward improving bird con
in expressed:
us, and not the victory—Pascal. ••• telling of the open letter sent by
♦ * ♦ ♦
ditions. and that is something all
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange to
the Board of Health in Boston, in- J
Unless the hunters and trappers branches of the sporting fraternity
viting attention to the statement
of America get together and work can get back of. “Class” legislation
FLYING LOBSTERS
that Maine is 100 per cent free of
STONINGTON LIONS
unitedly, the red fox is doomed, and in the way of game and fur laws,
cattle tuberculosis, and that records
will within a few years become as causes disrespect for all laws. It
l
From
Our
Correspondent
'
that nearly all of the butter
It has heen a long time since
extinct as the dinosaur. Already never works out to an advantage.
No End of Good Deeds Be show
CAMDEN, MAINE
sold in Boston comes from tubercu
lobsters were as high as they
they have passed from the farm Only the united effort of every
were yesterday, and this is how
sportsman and outdoorsman in
ing Done By Club In the losis-infected States.
SPECIAL SALES EVENT
Washington, D. C.—One of the un lands of many sections where they America can keep our fur and game
it happened. Rough weather
According to the booklet no reply
were
previously
found
in
fair
num

easy members of the United States
Granite Town
has prevented shipment from
with us, and the pulling in opposite
to the letter wras received.
Senate these days is Senator Hale. bers, and what can happen in one directions must cease. Contrary to
Matinicus to Rockland by water,
By Limerock Pomona
section
can
happen
in
another.
He is trying to get his navy bill up
An outstanding group in the drive
but has not interrupted the
the belief of many, the farmers and
At the recent meeting of Limerock
and can’t tell when the opportunity Some states, in fact most of them landowners in general do not want
schedule of the Maine Air
for community refinement in Ston Valley Pomona Grange in Camden,
$15.00 and $10.00 DRESSES at $7.50
class the red fox with “vermin,” and
will
come.
He
is
prepared
to
speak
Transport, Inc. So yesterday
ington is the Lions Club, its roster in this action was taken:
on the subject—has, in fact, a long not only refuse protection, but in the fox exterminated, and if the
Some at $5.00
Capt. W. H. Wincapaw brought
many cases have offered bounty, “A hunters and trappers of America
cluding most of the professional and
speech already written.
Voted, that Limerock Valley Po
across GOO pounds of the squirm
The senator sought a few days ago, price on their head!” This has been wish to continue hunting and trap
45-47
business men. The club since its in mona Grange hereby appropriates $6
ing crustaceans in his plane, the
but unsuccessfully, to get permission done without proper investigation, ping on the land of others, they must
ception in 1929 has. by word and deed or one cent per capita of its member
consignment being from Carl
to bring the measure, which would and it is right now up to the friends first consider the land owners when
ship,
for
the
purpose
of
advertising
done much to advance general living
Young to Ralph W. Hanscom.
build
our navy up to treaty limits, be of the fox to get the facts in front sponsoring laws. In New York State
“
100
per
cent
Tuberculin
Free
”
or
conditions, pride of residence and
Today the airship line is sched
fore
the
Senate. Daily he has his of their various law-making depart, a petition is now being circulated,
"100
per
cent
Disease
Free
Maine
mutual understanding and good will.
uled to bring 1000 pounds of lob
Do you own a range oil burner? If so you will be interested in
hopes.
He
is going to refer to the ments, and create a better feeling for asking for summer protection on the
Butter"
on
condition
that
similar
A list of its benevolences would as
red fox. And the names of land
| sters.
rters.
j par East situation when he talks and the fox in public opinion.
the New Heat Intensiflfler which will increase the efficiency of any
tound the average resident. The action is taken by 25,000 members of
type burner 25 per cent or more. This new invention will not only
„ „ _,
——he will al90 refer to what he regards
Most of the complaints come from owners and farmers are found in a
lion, contrary to general belief, is a Pomona Granges, in providing one r. -r
’ I as unwise economy. Some of the the hunter of grouse, pheasant, and larger percentage than any other
save oil consumption but will give you that rich blue flame under
docile beast and very modest. The cent per capita of their membership.
perfect control.
Voted, that the executive commit ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB members of the press gallery are pre- similar individuals, in many instan citizen. I have recently heard large
club has gone into far away places
_____
i dieting that the Hale speech will ces, powerful clubs of the hunting land owners say that if a bounty is
NOW BEING DEMONSTRATED AT OUR SHOW ROOM
on the island of Deer Isle and has tee of the Maine State Grange be
i i
ii
i-s i Prove one of the sensations of the class mentioned. Pennsylvania has placed on the fox in New York State,
brought cheer and smiles to many notified of this action and requested
egaled ny a r urther De- session.
Price: $1.50 per set
tried the bounty system on fox with they will absolutely close their land
wan and wistful faces, and only the to secure the cooperation of all Po- (
Hall’s 1 Representative Partridge, now that out investigation, simply because the i to all hunters. "Posted-land” is the
immediate family of the relieved mona Granges to this end.
scription of Dr. *
lal1 s i he has taken himself out of the race grouse was disappearing. Foxes are biggest problem the sporting fra
knew where the sadly needed help
Voted, that a committee of one
for Congress this year, is looking less now rare in most parts of the state ternity has today, and a few more
Travels In Mexico
came
from.
from
this
Pomona
Grange
be
ap

EASY HOUSEKEEPING SHOP
worried. He has got the decision off mentioned, yet the grouse have con laws enacted that are not wanted by
The
Lions
Club
is
behind
every
pointed to cooperate with a commit
492 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
the land owner, and free lance hunt
Two visiting Lions invaded the den his mind, with full opportunity to tinued to become more scarce.
worthwhile juvenile organization in tee from each Pomona Grange.
attend to his knitting down here.
Stonington. They made the Boy
In the state of New York, grouse ing Is at an end. A sample of this
Jesse A. Tolman was appointed of the local club at Hotel Rockland He states the times demand full at
can be found in the State of Massa
Scouts possible. They are now fos- the committee from Limerock Valley yesterday, Arthur H. Huse of the
tention of members of Congress. Just have been suffering from disease for chusetts today, where an impractica
| tering a public tennis court. And Pomona Grange.
a
number
of
years,
and
in
some
sec

Camden-Rockport Club, guest of Rev. now he is getting a lot of letters on
i here is what the kiddies say:
tions are now rare, and so that is the ble trapping law was forced upon the
“They give us a big Christmas tree To the Grangers of Maine. Greeting: E. O. Kenyon; and R. W. Penfold of the bonus and on the plan to pay excuse the bird-hunting clubs are land owner. Within six weeks after
the Norway-South Paris Club, guest pensions to railroad employes.
and Santa comes with lots of pres
using, “the grouse scarcity," in ask the law mentioned was enacted by
Your sacrifices of the last 50 years,
A C. Jones. Mr. Penfold is a former
A New Type Of Net
ents, too. An’ we have ice cream and in ridding Maine of cattle tubeicu- j of
ing that a bounty be placed on foxes referendum, land owners in the vi
baseball player.
I hot dogs and cake and—oh, yes, a
A
reduction
in
labor
and
a
con

in
New York State. The fact is, the cinity of Monterey, Sandisfield, Otis,
dandy moving picture. This year losis now has its proper reward in I ■phe club had a cordial greeting for servation of the source of supply of sections where grouse are all but ex Sheffield, and Great Barrington,
listing
Maine
as
the
only
Northern
g
Allen,
who
was
present
for
the
: we saw Jackie Cooper in “Snooky.”
closed 10,000 acres to all trespass.
fish are two of the alleged benefits of
I state that is 100 per cent disease- j first time since he returned from, a new tvne of net for otter and VD tinct contain the fewest foxes. The And this is only a small amount of
! Gee! it was good.”
Fourth of July, the Lions Club is fre€- This ou£ht to give you a free Florida; and learned with satisfac- trawlers developed by W. C. Herring Adirondack region where foxes are the total closed. And so I say the
i host to the island at a monster i fleld at a decent, and living price in , tion that Past president Ralph E. Nutt ton, in charge of haddock investiga still found in fairly plentiful num land owner must have first consid
bers has in most sections a goodly
! parade and special exercises. Two the New England market for your , jg able to sit up at Knox Hospital, tions for the Bureau of Fisheries.
New Rates and Time Table Effective April 11,1932
eration.
number of grouse.
years ago. the Lions Imported a band : milk, butter and cream, and I feel , with a prospect of early return to his
This new type of net, says the
• • • •
*
♦
♦
♦
from Rockland and the day was truly i sure' wi" do so, if properly adver- i home.
Bureau of •Fisheries, “materially re
From
One Way Round Trip Sp’l Trip
If
you
believe
that "King of the
I have trapped, hunted and studied
festive.
j tised. We are asking an appropria- | The speaker was Dr. Walter D. Hall, duces the number of under-sized fish
• • • •
I tion of one cent per member of each [ who gave a continuation of his fasci- killed in this type of fishing opera foxes for many years, not only in trails,” the red fox, should remain
Rockland to Vinalhaven,
$2.00 $3.00 $12.00
Many visitors have remarked upon Pomona Grange, under condition rating travels in Mexico—this time a tions," and by eliminating thousands the wilds, but I keep a few in pens, with us, there are various ways you
j the clear and precise directions given that about one-half of the Grange visit to the old mining country on the of pounds of "trash” fish that must and I know the fox as well as any can help to the end mentioned. You
Rockland to North Haven,
12.00
3.00
2.00
strangers through the medium ol membership joins with us. We are table lands beyond Mexico City. It eventually be shoveled overboard man, I believe. He is a flesh-eater can help produce favorable public
artistic highway signs. Here again. the only state in this section that can was magnificent scenery, he said, but saves a deal of labor. Also, with the I will admit, and would kill a grouse opinion for the fox and protection
Rockland to Stonington,
15.00
3.00'
5.00
1 the Lions have anticipated a com- give an absolute guarantee of purity, that was the beginning and end of it, | lighter load — the commercially or any other bird if opportunity for one thing. Writing articles for
Vinalhaven to Stonington,
15.00
2.00
3.00
j inunity’s need and fulfilled it. Every and have a large field open to mar except for the mineral wealth. The worthless fish having been practically offered, but birds are not his regular various publications and explaining
! incoming highway has a suitable ket milk, butter and cream at a liv atmospheric lights and shades on the i eliminated—the consumption of fuel diet as some would have us think, that convicting without fair trial is
North Haven to Stonington, 2.00
15.00
3.00
marker and a large picture of a ma ing price. The action of the great desert formed a never to be forgotten is reduced.
and for every valuable game bird the never right, and that the red fox is
ture lion, the artistic work of Dr. B. city of Cleveland, Ohio, with its picture, which impressed the speaker j Tn pointing out the advantages of fox kills, he kills 500 rodents, as mice, the greatest “sport-producer” among
North Haven to Vinalhaven, 2.00
12.00
3.00
I Lake Noyes denotes the arrival at the nearly a million inhabitants will in more than anything else he had seen. ! this new type of net developed by the rats, snakes, lizards, moles, and simi our wild animals, will help. If your
town of Stonington and assures the evitably be followed by every great j When he had climbed a pass and j government, the Bureau states that lar. When I said the fox was a flesh- state now has a bounty on fox, or
Round Trips Must Be Used Same Day
1 tired traveler of a welcome greeting. center where more value is placed found himself panting heavily 12,500 about two-thirds of the number of eater, I did not mean that he ex offers no protection, you can write
Tlie organization cf tlie Stonington Upon human life than mere cheap- “feet above the sea level he found his I haddock, cod and other valuable isted on flesh altogether. They eat a petition telling why you want a
Club took place in September, 1929. j ness Please act promptly, and name reward in the view of a brilliantly species taken by the trawlers are and prefer certain wild fruits as change, and get every person to sign
Leave Rockland: 8 A. M.
12 Noon
4.00 P. M.
i when 20 of the leading business and [ one from your Pomona to cooperate, lighted city below. Electricity is very under the marketable standard when grapes, cherries, thorn-apples, and it that you can. Then mail to your
Standard Time
professional men met and elected i
the Grange shows an interest, no cheap in that country and they do the old type net is used.
similar, and they eat countless bugs. department that recommends the
these officers: John A. Dunton. presi- dcubt the state will cooperate- not bother to shut off the lights.
“The destruction of undersized fish When they want flesh and hunt for various game laws, also to your rep
i dent; Dr. Lewis G. Tewksbury, Jrst otherwise not. If you prefer to send
Describing the manners and cus- i js °ne
the important factors causresentatives in the Legislature.
vice president: Arthur E. Spofford cash send it to the Commissioner of toms of the natives he said that be- . 'ng a decrease in the quantity of had that one thing, they invariably catch
If you are a member of any hunt
a
rabbit.
Who
would
exterminate
an
j second vice president; Frank Mc Agriculture in trust for the com ing able to wear shoes was a mark of ' dock off the coast of the United
ing or sporting organization, you can
animal
as
grand
as
the
fox
to
save
Guire. third vice president: Milo B mittee.
aristocracy. Tlie man who wore States, the Bureau adds.
Jesse A. Tolman
a few worthless, more or less dis bring the facts to the attention of
Clarke, secretary; George B. Noyes
TILLSON WHARF, ROCKLAND
eased rabbits, that only die off in all the members of the club, and try
treasurer: directors, John M. Hooper, r5“ttee from Limerock Valley shoes probably had wealth and edu
LIKED
MEN
’
S
CHORUS
cation.
cycles, when they become too plen to get the united effort to bring about
James I. Stinson, Dr. Noyes and Har- {
Telephone 547—961-W
better conditions for the fox.
old E. Bowie.
Knox County Organization Sings In tiful, and inbred and diseased.
If you are a land owner and be
Friends, if you are one of the many
The officers of the club for the en
Thomaston — Entertained At Miss
44-46
who have hurried at daybreak with lieve like most land owners that the
suing ye5r are: Frank A. McGuire,
Watts’ Home
the hound and shotgun, and soon fox should have a fighting chance,
president; G. Howard Noves, first vice i
you can notify those In your com
president; James I. Stinson, second [
The Knox County Men’s Chorus, listened to the ringing of the hound's
who would "outlaw" the fox
vice president; Milo B. Clarke, third ]
j S. T. Constantine, director, gave a echoing voice; if you have hurried munity
that they must not expect to hunt
vice president; Raymond C. Small. ■
to
a
favorite
"stand"
and
waited
j very enjoyable concert Sunday afteron your land unless they are "four
secretary; George B Noyes, treasurer; 1
i noon at the Thomaston Baptist patiently until you heard the “bay square with all the things of the
Now is the time to Dispose of Your Poultry!
directors. Arthur E. Spofford. Charles
: Church. This program was pre- ing" of old Loud or Ranger coming
N. Cleveland, D. Jewett Noyes and
your way, you know the value of the wild," and that includes the red fox,
The Jewish Holidays are now on and we believe
’sented:
Did you ever see such beautiful things for Children
Dr. Noyes.
fox from a strictly “sporting" stand
’
Chorus
—
Unfold.
Ye
Portals
from
"The
prices have reached their peak
DAUGHTERS OF ISABELLA
The members of the club meet )
Redemption" ........................... Gounod point.
to wear as they make nowadays—and at such low
every Wednesday evening at the
Violin—Meditation from "Thais" ............
We
Will
Pay
Highest
Prices
.................................................. Massenet
prices, too. It’s a pleasure to show them.
Ocean View Hotel and there they en- i
If you are one of those who run Catholic Women Form Circle In
Miss Bertha I. Luce
Call COHEN BROTHERS. Largest Shippers in Maine
Rockland With Mary Brown As
joy a splendid dinner. Business and j
Chorus—When We Stand Before Tlie foxes for simply the joy of the
Never did we have such snappy WASH SUITS for children. W’e
A a general talk follow interspersed 1
Regent
No Lot Too Large. None Too Small. Call—
; King ............................................... Nevln chase, and the delight you get from
don't believe you ever saw anything to equal them, and at
Z with songs and good natured raillery.
| Choruses—In Heavenly Love Abiding ..... hearing your hounds run, you also
such prices............................................59c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $2.75
.......................................... Brown-Bustin
Outstanding activities of the club
A new circle of the Daughters of
How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me ........ know what the foxes mean in a
during the present year are the for
CHILDREN’S TOP COATS—with Hats to match, 3 to 8 ...... $5.00
......................................
Plfueger-Hartz sporting way and what their passing Isabella was formed in K. of C. hall
mation of a used clothes department
Chorus—One Sweetly Solemn Thought will mean to the lovers of the chase. Monday evening by Mrs. Annie
to, BOYS’ SUITS, too—with Coat, Vest and two pairs of Pants
.................................................... Ambrose
where serviceable clothing may be
TELEPHONE 2-3—WARREN, ME.
to
................................................................................. $5.00, $7.75, $10.00
Offertory—Under the Leaves ...... Thome If you are a fox trapper, and have Rackliffe of Springfield, Mass., na
to YOUNG MEN’S SUITS—Coat, Vest and two pairs Long Pants
5 left with the assurance that it will
Mrs. Constantine
spent days and even weeks inducing tional organizer. These officers were
be distributed to the needy, the fos
Violin—Selected
to
.......................................................................................... $13.00, $15.00
a fox to come to your set, and you
Miss Luce
tering of an essay contest among
elected: Mary A. Brown, regent;
to AND THE BOYS’ PANTS—every one lined............... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
to High School Seniors, the presentation
Choruses—At Midnight
Dudley Buck have watched how one came to with
The
Story
of
the
Cross
......
Wilson
in just a few feet of your trap—and Mrs. David McCarty, honorary past
to MEN’S WORK PANTS .................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Z of a radio to an aged woman, the i
(Violin obligato)
to MEN’S DRESS PANTS ............................................... $2.25, $2.50, $5.00
Z maintenance of a destitute family of
then turned back, you too, realize regent; Lucy Ball, vice regent; Kath
The men sang with good tone the sporting possibilities.
Z MEN’S AND BOYS’ FANCY SWEATERS—simply handsome at
leen Duff, chancellor; Regina Chis
four, the appointment of a commit
quality,
excellent
diction
and
shad

to
....................................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.75
* tee to discuss ways and means of j
In the fox we have a game and holm, custodian: Maureen Burns,
ing.
Mrs.
Constantine
’
s
sympathetic
Z
fur animal that if given even half financial secretary; Octavia Ferrero
constructing a community park and
accompaniments won general ap a “break," will stay with us and fur recording secretary; Marie Dorgan.
Z It’s a pleasure to show you these goods even if you do not wish to
g play grounds, and an active part in
proval.
Z
purchase
Z the bi-centennial celebration of
nish sport and health for generations treasurer; Mary Johnson, scribeAfter the service the chorus mem to come. His elusiveness when full Helen Burns; monitor, Florina Fer
George Washington’s birthday.
bers and Mr. and Mrs. Constantine, grown will warrant that. But no rero, first guide; Artinse Mills, sec
The Lions Club is making a con
were delightfully entertained at the closed season in summer, when the ond guide; Diana Haskell, banner
certed effort to educate the people to
home of Miss Mary Jane Watts on puppies can be taken easily, and with bearer; Mrs. Mary Lcao. inside guard;
the need of a modern bridge across
Knox street. Several numbers were a bounty system in operation' in Thilerise Rogers, outside guard; Ce
the strip of water separating the
sung lor her, Miss Watts applauding many sections, Reynard must drift cilia Brault, organist.
island from the mainland. It is sin
enthusiastically. Refreshments were away into memory.
cerely felt by every member that the J
The meeting was very enthusiastic
served. Miss Watts' gracious hospi
Elllllllllllll!IIIIIINIIIIII!!llllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllilllll!llll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH'^ present ferry is totally obsolete and ‘
The gang which would “outlaw" and a large number of Catholic wom
tality
will
be
long
remembered.
is a great hindrance to the proper
the red fox are in the minority, but en attended. The object of the circle
place which Deer Isle should hold as
they are a united minority and an is to unite all of the Catholic women
See the Autopulse Pump in opera active minority, and it is up to you of the city in a beneficial, fraternal
an ideal' summer playground for
WARREN,
MAINE
tion at our Lynn Burner Display in
organization. The next meeting will
tourists.
the former Cutler-Cook Co. location. as a friend of the fox and true be held next Monday evening at 8
45’lt
sportsmanship
to
get
back
of
a
o'clock in K. of C. hall.
Main at Elm streets. Direct feed
TO
The charter is still open and ap
from storage to burner. Ask a sales movement for fox protection and
true
sportsmanship.
Any
man
who
plications may be obtained from the
man to demonstrate this truly won
seeks
to
end
the
other
fellow
’
s
sport
financial secretary Miss Maureen
derful device. A. C. McLoon & Co.,
because he thinks it may improve Burns.
Just what you want. If we haven't it
distributors.—adv.
his
own,
can
never
truly
attach
the
stock we’ll build it for you. Phone
=
1 in
616-J, Rockland.
Is your electric service out of date name of "sportsman" in connection YOUR FAVORITE POEM
—~ Our Wholesale Soda Fountain Supply Department is now fully
ARTHUR B. PACKARD
and overloaded. Have it modernized. with his own. Tlie very meaning of
ET
equipped and ready to make Prompt Deliveries at
=E
Glencove, Me.
45-47
Prices are lower. Call now. A. T. the word sportsman means giving
If I had to live my life again I would
each and every animal a chance, and nave made a rule to read some poetry
Thurston. Tel 648.
45-46
™
Factory and Boston Prices
being fair to your fellow-men.
and listen to some music at least once

Alden Merrifield of Thomaston
pleaded guilty in Municipal Court
yesterday to the maintenance of a
slot machine, and was fined $20 and
costs, the same sentence that had
been given in the preceding cases.
Deputy Sheriff W. H. Robinson of
Warren brought in Harvey C. Buber
of that town, at whose place a partly
dismantled slot machine had beer
seized. There was some evidence,

j WASHINGTON, D.C.|

WENTWORTH MILLINERY
OPENS THURSDAY, APRIL 14

NEW HEAT INTENSIFIERS

j

R

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.

I

MYER’S
------

Attention Poultry Owners

f
I

'A

%

\

A
6
A

CHARLES McKELLAR

A

REXALL 1c SALE

____
g
WILLIS AYER \

Thurs., Fri., Sat., April 14, 15,16

GARDINER’S REXALL DRUG STORE

ANNOUNCEMENT

1
| Soda Fountain and Retail Store Trade j

A BOAT FOR YOU

YOU

5S Before stocking your summer supply it will pay you to look over our S
High Quality Stocks of

=

== Fountain Fruits and Syrups, Soda Fountain Sundries, ||

EE

Glasses, Paper Cups, Ice Cream Scoops, Spades,

ES

Mixers, and Equipment of Every Kind

SS
=

W’e can furnish Booths, Grill Toasters, Frankfort and Roll Warmers,
Waffle Irons, Pop Corn Machines and Other Necessities

=:

—

Our Salesmen Will Gladly Serve You

ZZ

G. A. LAWRENCE COMPANY

I

S 492 MAIN STREET

CHISHOLM BLOCK

ROCKLAND

IillillilllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiillliisiliHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

EE

NEW WAITING ROOM
We have leased the store in The
Bicknell, Next South of Gonia's,
Opposite Town Clock
ROCKLAND, THOMASTON &
CAMDEN BUS LINE
43-46

Guaranteed
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Presents

=

Should Know Before You
Buy That We Have

“THE SPIRIT OF ’76”
High School Auditorium
THURSDAY, APRIL 14
7.30 O’clock
Tickets—Orchestra 35c; Children
20c (balcony only)
43-45

BatteHeS

6 Months |

2 Years

$5.50 B $8.50
SEA VIEW GARACE,INC-

CARLOAD OF

• ♦ ♦ •

If you are one of those who have
been convicting the fox without a
fair trial, you too cannot class your
Just arrived—One Carload of self as a sportsman, and you should
Western Horses, weighing from be ashamed to look your brother out1200 to 1800 pounds; all colors and
in good matched pairs. The usual uoorsman in the eye. Many hunters
have noted where a killing has been
supply of Second Hand Horses on
made of some game bird or other
hand.
Horses delivered anywhere by small creature of the wilds. And if
they happen to know that foxes live
auto trucks free of charge.
in this section, they make no inves
Yarmouth Horse Market tigation, but condemn without trial.
YARMOUTH, ME.
Time and again I have traced clues
45‘lt
for hours to prove killings in the
wild, and very often, apparent fox
work turned out to be an owl, a wild
cat, a fisher, or some other woods
prowler. You can prove the same
thing to yourself.
I have hunted grouse and other
feathered game, and it is sport, and
I plenty of it, and we should do our
b.st to keep them with us and ini- i
34tf
prove conditions, but exterminating

HORSES

BCM CIGARS

a week The loss of these tastes la a loee
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
TODAY
Sure this world Is full of trouble—
I aln t said It ain't.
Lord’ I’ve had enough an’ double
Reason for complaint
Rain an' storm have come to fret me.
Skies were often gray;
Thorns an' brambles have beset me.
On the road—but say.
Ain’t It fine today!
What’s the use of always weepin’,
Makln' trouble last?
the use of always keepin’
Thlnkin’ ot the past?
Each must have his tribulation.
Water with his wine.
Life, it ain't no celebration.
Trouble? I’ve had mine—
But today Is fine.

It’s today that I am livin’.
Not a month ago,
Havin’. Iosin', takln’, glvln’.
As time wills It so
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Pell across the way:
It may rain again tomorrow.
It may rain but say.
Ain’t it hue today!
-Douglas MaJloch,

THE BOY SCOUTS

The Courier-Gazette
_______ TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me.. April 14. 1932.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of thts paper of
April 12. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6165 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

F very-Other-Day
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Has Your Mattress
become a “Slab "?

To Hold Public Demonstra
tion Monday Night—Camp
Hinds Summer Mecca

The Rockland District Boy Scout
committee is inviting the public to
attend a Scout program in the High
Sleepless nights, arhing bark nerve cords or blood vessels. The
School Auditorium next Monday eve
Perfect Sleeper molds itself to
ning.
and frazzled nerves are often the
The program will illustrate and
every curve of your body like a
PARENT-TEACHER
heritage of a mattress that has
demonstrate the activities and aims
gradually become packed-down tailored garment; supports your
of scouting by actual participation of
weight evenly. Come in — let us
Weather Unkind, But Meet
through years of use. For about
j the Scouts on the auditorium stage,
show you how this marvelous
four-fifths of a cent per night
’ in a series of scenes depicting the
ing Was One Hundred
sleeping cushion is built — in
outdoor phases of the movement.
you can give yourself the most
Percent Successful
Arranged by District Scout Exeeurevolutionary inner-spring mat side as well as outside.
i tive A. Kenneth McCartney and con
tress ever invented: The Perfect
The weather man was in his ugliest
ducted by District Scout Commission
PERFECT
mood Monday evening, thereby1
Sleeper. It can't sag or shift into
er Hervey C. Allen, the program will
limiting the attendance at the
feature patrols from Rockland Dis
lumps. Springs can't weaken,
monthly meeting of the Parent- :
trict troops.
lean or become jumbled. And
Teacher Association to a small num- I
Troop 6. under Scoutmaster Osgood
its surf aee is entirely TUFTLESS
ber. Because of the general interest '
A. Gilbert, will present a demonstra
of the meeting and the presence of
— smooth. No bulges, knots or
tion of pioneering which will show
Mrs. Haven Sawyer of Bangor. State
grooves! No cramped muscles,
the use of spars, poles and ropes in
president, the faithful were well re- I
rustic construction.
paid for braving the downpour.
Under the leadership of Scoutmas
Mrs. May Flanagan, Miss Ellen J.
ter Carroll Wixson and Junior Assist
Cochran and Supt. E. L. Toner were
ant Scoutmaster Howard M. Chase
appointed a nominating committee to
the new troop at the Free Baptist
report at the May meeting. The for
Church will construct a signalling
mal program in charge of Allan F. .
tower on the stage.
McAlary was opened with three num- ‘
Scouts from Troop 10 of Thomaston
bers by the Boys’ Glee Club of Junior ]
under Scoutmaster Edgar Libby will'
High School, with Miss Elizabeth
present an exhibition of signalling
Hagar directing, and Margaret Dun
with the use of semaphore flags, and
ton at the piano. The boys gave .
the international Morse code will be
their numbers—"Southern Memo- i
used with flags, buzzer, key and lights.
ries," “A Sudden Cure,” and “Down
Under Scoutmaster Francis MerMobile '—in a lusty manner, showing
i chant and Assistant Scoutmaster
good tone production and excellent
Percy Young the new Troop at Scuth i
diction. They were applauded to the
Thomaston will build a rustic seat
echo. The members are: Cobb Peter
Scoutmaster G. Walter Kimball cf
son. president. Clarence Bowser, Rob
Troop 3 will direct a demonstration
ert Crane, William Cross, Sanford
! of triangular bandaging.
Delano, Ernest DeMass. Charles
Troop 2, under the direction of
Dorgan. Otis Drake. Charles Frazier.
Scoutmaster Harold W. Whitehill and
Fred Haining, Richard Harden, Fran
Assistant Scoutmaster Linwood Ayl
cis Havener. Edward Hayes Jr.. David
ward, will depict a patrol camping
Huyler, Roy Joyce. Wesley Knight.
' trip.
Nell Little, Lawrence Lord. Kenneth
This is an opportunity for the citi
Morgan. Adelbert Newbert. Clarence
zens of Rockland to see what their
Peters . Henry Simmons, William
boys do when engaged in Scout work
Welch and Arnold Wright.
» * » •
* * * •
Troop Committeemen Meet
The second group of the W.C.T.U. j
Participating in the plan to give
silver medal speaking contest fea- j
every Rockland boy an opportunity
tured seven students of Junior High
to have a worthwhile Boy Scout ex
School—Frances Young. Virginia
Deering High School. May 21. Rock perience, members of the Rockland
Gray, Julia Phiibrook. Eleanor John
land will be represented there by its District troop committees attended a
son. Margaret McBride. Robert
troop committeemen's training ses
best. Here’s to them!
Chandler and Robert Miles. Mrs.
In the typewriting classes this week sion conducted by District Scout
Clara Emery was in charge, and the
certificates were won by Bruno Maz- Executive McCartney. The oppor
judges, Mr. McAlary, Miss Mary Pike,
Ruth Whittemore
zeo. Maxwell Ames and Lyra Cook. tunities and duties of the troop com
Mrs. Mary Carrillio. were unanimous j
Names added to the roll cf honor were mittee were discussed and the re
in presenting the medal to Robert
those of Carroll Grey and Dorothy lationship of the troop committee to
Miles, who won on such points as
Ansel Young is in the office Lhis King.
the Scoutmaster was considered
articulation, expression, poise and week.
After the general meeting the
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
delivery. Frances Young was a close
• • ♦ •
members of each of the several troops
second. All of the young folks made
The biology classes are beginning met to work cn individual troop
The Washington trip is the big
a creditable appearance and were topic of conversation these days
the study of bacteria. Just before re plans.
Tlie Scoutmasters joined
warmly received.
♦ * * *
cess last Thursday there came into them in planning the program? of
Mrs. Sawyer complimented the
A relay race as a speed test was one every High Schoo! j'oem a biology
Glee Club and the speakers for their of the features of the typewriting pupil bearing a tiny glass dish con the Scouts in their care.
All the troop committees endorsed i
fine work and said she viewed them lesson Wednesday.
taining a transparent jelly, bait for the olafi to send their troops to Camp
with envy, as Bangor has no Junior
» * * ♦
bacteria. After half an hour the ;vimam Hinds, the council Boy Scout I
High School. Tlie central theme of
There was no Senior High assem same pupil
the Camp, this year. They laid plans
, , , returned and. retrieved
„
her talk was the relation of the Na bly this week on account of no school dish whicn
was carefully covered. ,0 cxplain the aims and program of
tional and State Parent-Teacher Tuesday, and no Junior High School sealed w ith adhesive
and marked for
camping to the parents and
Congress to the local units. Tlie Na assembly on account of the rehearsal identification. Meanwhile
the more
tional Congress today embraces two for the cantata “The Spirit of ’76" mathematically inclined had figured boys.
Tlie troep committees are also
million members drawn from the which is to be presented tonight.
out that a single bacterium multiply- D-annins for the Council jamboree in
United States. Alaska and Hawaii,
ing at the normal rate would pro- L^w=Sf0n May 21.
and in its confines touches all phases
Jumbo and Bambino, the turtles ’ duce in 24 hours, enough descendants
of the educational system, resulting which served the biology classes as to require 22 digits to write the
in, better equipped parents, better reptilian specimens, have returned tc . number and one figurer who had a
FRIENDSHIP
home conditions, better paid and bet their hemes both a trifle iarger if no regular logarithm trainer in the famMr. and Mi s. Carl Young of Ma- |
ter trained teachers, better informed more intelligent for their three weeks' Hy r
______ ___________
_______ tinicus have been visiting Mr. and
produced
the number 4.722.300.public, improved community condi schooling.
00? 000.060.000.000, as approximately Mrs. Stanley, Poland
tions, etc. The close contact with the
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Brow and son
correct. Everyone expected that so
White House child welfare conference
The Anchor Club (3-D observed large a number of bacteria would be Bernard visited friends and relatives |
was touched upon, and reference the birthday of William Wordsworth plainly visible by Friday but it was in Damariscotta Sunday.
made to some of the outstanding ac at its weekly meeting. A brief biog Monday morning before the “colonies"
Robert Mitchell of Portland is '
complishments cf the local organiza raphy of Wordsworth was presented were sufficiently developed to make -vending a few days with his parents
tions, such as school lunches, milk bv Bernice Haining.
Poems by it feasible to grade them oil the basis Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mitchell.
for undernourished children, dental Wordsworth were read by Edwin of their number and size. Even then
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian P. Marchand i
clinics, and the summer round-ups Knight, Grace Poland, Milton Gam- the work was necessarily very ele v ere in town Sunday. Mr. Marchand
for the pre-school child, one of the age. Ethel Phiibrook, Grace Clancy, mentary as the tests would need to has been made manager of a drug I
newest undertakings. In this new Elliot Gamage and David Hyler.
be repeated several times in order to store in Augusta.
* ♦ * •
activity for Maine. Miss Edith Soule
The smack Consolidated. Capt. ,
eliminate errors, before anything like
of the Department of Health, Au- ! The Book Worms (8-3) weekly an accurate comparison of the rooms Charles Dodge, has left for Nova Sco- J
gusta, has charge.
I program consisted of the study ol could be made. Two of the plates tia to take lobsters to Boston.
"Cooperation is the one word that Edgar Allan Poe as presented in "The showing the most marked growth
The Chester Marshall. Capt. Roy
fits all Parent-Teacher work," said • Winged Horse" by Auslander and proved to contain quantities of mould Morton, has left for Jeddore, N. B.
,
Mrs. Sawyer. "The closer relation Hill. The chapter is most appropri rather than bacteria and some of the
Harry Nicholas of Hampden. Conn.,
between parent and school can only ately called "The Poet of Ravens ar.d others were plainly yeasts of various was in town Sunday. Scott Carter
be brought about through coopera Lost Ladies.”
kinds. The office and Mrs. Robin- built a 32-foot cabin cruiser for Mr. !
tion."
•
•
•
•
son
’s room appeared to have the few- Nicholas and he returned in her to :
* * * *
The Cosy Corner Club (8-2) devot- , est bacteria with the basements. his home.
Suggestions for increasing mem cd the first part of its program to where disinfectants are regularly
The selectmen Rilev Bradford. Mel- J
bership and creating a more active readings frcm Wordsworth, the latter used, showing also very few. The vin Lawry. and Laurision Davis went
interest were pointed out, the speaker part to types of popular or folk bal boiler room, notwithstanding the dust to Augusta to confer with the State
saying that members should regard lads as illustrated itL “The Minstrelsy showed verv few bacteria. It was Highway Department in regard tothe
the organization as a responsibility of Maine."
suggested that the coal dust itself State aDpropriations for Friendship .
and refuse to contract social engage
may have seme disinfectant proper roads for 1932.
ments for the monthly meeting night.
Arthur Simmons of Dedham. Mass .
The Bates Musical Club repeated the
since coal tar products such as
Mrs. Sawyer also stressed the import i success of last year in their pleasing ties
the phenols are used as germicides. has arrived at his heme here for the j
ance of vitally alive programs built performance Friday evening. Sylves Through
courtesy of the hospital season.
to include both the interest of the ter Carter's baritone was even mel- authoritiesthepupils
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of Rock- ,
allowed to
school and the home, or the parent lower than before and the selections visit the hospital were
land visited friends and relatives in I
laboratory
after
and the teacher. A description of of the new little symphony orchestra
town Sunday.
the Bangor organization, which i delighted the audience. The dance school on Wednesday and view the
Burgess Simmons has resumed his
microscope
slides
prepared
by
Miss
stands as one of the standard bodies, j following the concert was well pat- Eray from the material collected in work at Burnham A- Morrill'? clam
was given, therein being many ideas | ronized.
the various rooms. The microscopes factory after being confined to his 1
• * ♦ *
for thought and undertaking.
in use at the school are of too low home by illness for 10 days.
Mr. Sawyer talked briefly on the
Here are some footnotes on the an power to show anything as minute as
education budget at Washington. nual Knox County typewriting conone septillionth of a pea bean in size.
ORFF’S CORNER
D. C., also on prohibition, saying i test:
Mr. and Mrs. George Young and j
that the two matters should be given
Ruth Dondis made the least numtliree children of Rockland were i
serious thought by all Parent-Teach ! ber of errors of any of the 13 conNORTH HAVEN
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
er Associations.
1 testants.
Elwell.
Time did not permit extensive con
The first prizes were crisp two-dolThe new rates and time table of neth
Miss Lila Ames was in Thomaston I
sideration of the "question box," a lar bank notes, the second prizes the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef
new feature introduced at this meet were attractive handkerchiefs—who fective April 11 are: Planes leave Sunday to attend the funeral of her j
ing. Some of the questions submit wouldn't like a few of each?
Rockland 8 a. m.: 12 noon and 4 p. m. grandfather.
Mrs. Irene Sprague and Mrs.
ted as examples were read by Mr. Mc
Walter Barstow, although he had Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or
Alary who explained more fully hew • two badly bruised fingers, took the North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3 00 Marion Froelich of Winslow's Mills
it is hoped to develop this feature to j test and got "honorable mention."
special trip, $12.00; Rockland to Ston spent Wednesday last week with Mrs.
a valuable point in clearing up many
"1932" will be engraved on the sil- ington $3.00, round trip $5 00. special Lulu Jackson.
of the puzzling problems that con | ver typewriting cud which will be $15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha
Miss Pearl Leonard has returned
front both teacher and parent. Ques kept at Rcckiand High another year ven io Stonington, $2.00, round trip to her home in St. George after a
tions from members are solicited for because of three first prizes, three $3.00, special $15 00; North Haven to two weeks' visit at Edward Reed's;
consideration at the Mav meeting, second prizes and two "honorable Vinalhaven, $2.00, round trip, $3.00.
H. E. Porter is tearing down the
and should be sent to either Mr. mentions” made by Rockland con special $12.00. Round trips must be old barn on his place and having a
Blaisdell or Mr. McAlary.
testants.
____ the
_______
made
same day. Sailings are on new stable built. Edward Reed is
Prior to the meeting Mrs Sawyer
the carpenter in charge.
The State Contest takes place at I standard time.
44-46
and her husband were guests of honor
at supper at the Copper Kettle at
which these officers, members of the
executive board and committee chair
men were present: Principal Blaisdell. Mrs. Flanagan, Supt and Mrs.
E. L. Toner. Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Hart, Mrs. Ruth Eilingwood, Mrs.
Lucy Rankin. Miss Cochran and Mrs
Ethel Lovejoy.

Use hospitality one to another,
without grudging- -I Peter 4:9.

THRIFT SALE
Why not have

At The High School

i

Cut to Suit

Forty years of popularity among
American housewives

mat

Little Neck Clams, doz 19c
Native Smelts,
lb 19c
Cod Steak,
lb 15c

Haddock Spawn,
lb
Native Finnan Haddie lb
Skinned Flounders, lb
Swordfish,
lb
Haddock Fillets,
lb
Cod Tongues,
lb
St.John Alewives, 3 for
New Smoked Bloaters 2,
Smoked Fillets,
lb
Corned Hake,
lb
Salt Halibut Fins,
lb
Salt Mackerel,
lb
Codfish Cakes, 2 cans
Gorton’s Codfish 1 lb cn
Kippered Snacks, can

19c
15c
15c
25c
25c
19c
25c
25c
23c
15c
29c
18c
23c
15c
05c

PORK LAMB
Boneless Pork Rolls, b 17c Lamb Legs,

VEAL

BEEF

lb 26c

Chuck Roast,

12c

Pork Steak,

lb 24c

Rump Roast,

b 18c

Cube Steak,

lb 24c

Fresh Pigs Feet,

b 08c

Boneless Sirloin,

lb 35c

Face Rump,

b 29c

Lamb Chops,

lb 19c

Lean Hamburg,

b 15c

Sliced Ham,

lb 25c

Veal Rump Roast,

b 16c

Veal Steak,

lb 35c

Short Legs Veal,

b 07c

Veal Chops,

lb 25c

Top Round Steak,
Stewing Beef,
Stewing Lamb,
Stewing Veal,

b
b
b
b

Fancy Fowl,

lb 25c

27c
15c
15c
15c

PIG’S LIVER,

4 lbs 25c

BONELESS

Beef Pot Roast ,

SAUSAGE PATTIES
Pound, 12c

lb 17c

BONELESS

Prime Rib Oven Roast, lb 25c

SWIFT’S PREMIUM

FRESH KILLED CHICKENS

HAMS 19* LB

2 to 3 pound average—for broilng or frying

Pound

8 to 12 pound average
While They Last

C AMPBELL’S SOUPS, all kinds 3 cans 23c
SALAD DRESSING,
quart jar 29c
PLAIN OLIVES,
quart jar 35c
RASPBERRY PUFFS,
lb 19c

29c

BONELESS HAMS* Pound20c
WHOLE OR HALF
NEWLY CORNED

RIB BEEF

Pound 08c

KE Flour bag 79c

FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

At Their Finest

GARDEN OF ALLAH COFFEE
LB. 291
WAX BEANS,
QUAKER CRACKLES,

can 10c
2 pkgs 19c

POST WHOLE BRAN,

2 pkgs 19c

____________ CEREAL SET FREE____________

DIAMOND MATCHES,
6 boxes 19c
KARO BLUE LABEL SYRUP, 2 cans 25c
JELLO, all flavors,

3 for 25c

THREE MOULDS FREE

BULK DATES,
3 lbs
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE, 1-2 lb cake
SUPERBA ROLLED OATS, lge pkg
B’SQUiCK,
pkg
P. & G SOAP,
3 cakes
TOOTH PICKS,
pkg 05c; 2 for

25c
20c
18c
33c
10c
06c

BUTTER
2 LBS. 45c
Brookfield, Cloverbloom, Ferndale

mmi

FRESH

GREEN PEAS

2 Pounds 29c
SWEET POTATOES,
5 lbs 25c
NEW BUNCH CARROTS, 3 bunches 25c
NEW BUNCH BEETS,
3 bunches 25c
LARGE GRAPEFRUIT,
4 for 25c
FANCY ASPARAGUS, large bunch 35c
SUNKIST ORANGES,
doz 27c
ARTICHOKES,
4 for 25c
TEXAS ONIONS,
2 lbs 23c

BANANAS
4 LBS 25*
MILD CHEESE,
lb 19c
COMB HONEY,
29c
HEAVY WHIPPING CREAM, 1-2 pt 15c
KRAFT OLD ENG, CHEESE, pkg 25c
PURE LARD,
pound pkg 07c

ONE CENT SALE
GOLD MEDAL CAKE
FLOUR
OQC
/ ri i

TEA

WHILE THEY LAST

Set a 16 ounco
Package for
Only Another

PERRY’S

“Fresh from the Gardens”

Watch for Anniversary Sale prices at your grocers

29c

Pound

1892-1932

From St. Petersburg, Fla . comes
the unwelcome word that Seth B.
Wetherbce, formerly of Warren. hac
been in poor health the past two
months, necessitating his being un
der the doctor's care most of the time.
He is now enroute for Waverley,
Mass., where he will have apartments
at 41 Sycamore street. “I have been
to a great many ball games this win
ter,” he writes to a member of The
Courier-Gazette staff, “and I want
you to keep sharp eyes on the New
York Yankees, which is a very power
ful team. Tire Philadelphia Athletics
look to be very strong, but thqy do not
size up with the Yankees in batting
strength. If the pitchers of the Bos
ton Braves will stand up under the
pressure the team will not land in
the cellar this year. They have some
good hitters and excellent fielders.
We have had 436 consecutive days of
sunshine down here.”

ing chance to save your pennies and to fill your pantry
with the best. Take note of
the New Low Prices and
trade where you may be as
sured of Satisfaction.

CHICKEN HALIBUT

fish?

SLEEPER

1*

Here is another outstand

FANCY FRESH

383

1c

WHEATIES

1 full size package 12c
2 full size pkgs.

A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

13c

MARKET

II

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 14—Warren—W. H. S. senior
play, "Fingerprints."
April 14—Cantata. "Spirit of '76." by
pupils of Junior High School.
April 14-16—Camden—Community Car
nival at the opera house.
April 15 — Thomaston — "Digging Up
the Dirt." by T. H. S. seniors.
April 15 (3 to 9.30)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
Porch.
April 18—Boy Scout Rally at R. H. S.
auditorium.
April 16—Warren—Guest night of
Woman's Club.
April 19—Patriot's Day.
April 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
April 21-22—Official trials of S. S.
Monterey on Rockland course.
April 22 (7.30 p. m.i—Rubinstein Club
guest day.
April 24-- Daylight saving begins.
April 24—Anniversary observance of
Knox Lodge I. O. O F. at First Baptist
Church.
April 25—Annual meeting of Scribblers'
Club at home of Mrs. Mildred Putnam
In Camden.
April 26—Annual meeting of the Rock
land Garden Club
April 28 — Camden — Annual ladles’
night of Business Men's Association.
April 29—Camden—C. H. S. senior
play. "Meet Aunt Sally."
April 30-May 7—National Boys’ Week.
May 2—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
May 6 (3 to 9.30)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
May 13—Rockport—R. H. S. minstrels.
May 14—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League in Topsham.
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary I
Club.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.

WEATHER
Forgotten already are the snow
flakes that floated down unexpectedly
yesterday morning, almost out of a
clear blue sky. They were few in
number anyway, soon turning to rain
and only served as reminder that
anything may come in the tempera
mental month of April. Noon tem
perature was 43, wind southwest.
This morning is cloudy and somewhat
colder, 33 at 7 o'clock, wind west. The
forecast for tomorrow is fair.

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or '
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

s 1MONTON’ s

Ex- Warden Charles E. Linscott
who has been residing temporarily at
The Bicknell, has leased a residence
tn Thomaston and will move there
next month.

Daylight saving in Rcckiand will
go into effect Sunday April 24. coin
cident with the adoption of that time
in other New England and Eastern
cities.
Only 25 degs have been licensed
thus far this year, and City Clerk
Keene desires owners to know that
they sTiou'.d be protecting their purps.
Last year the police killed approxi
mately 100 dogs.
Albert McCarty's name appears on
the third quarter honor roll at Holy
Cross, which is gratifying to his
many friends in view of the fact that
Mr. McCarty has had two enforced
vacations due to illness since enter
ing.
E. C. Powell of the Community
Sweet Shop, fully recovered from an
intensive grippe attack, dropped in to
shake hands with The Courier-Ga
zette force this morning. He ap
peared especially enthusiastic e.bout
something, and inquiry revealed that
he had this morning heard a loon
for the first time this season. "And
now I know spring’s here,” said Ed.

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ASK FOR
S, & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

When cleaning house, remembeT 1
the Thrift Shop!
The civics lesson for the meeting
o; tlie Educational Club Friday will
be on "Taxation."
Charles B. Freeman who suffered
an injury to his hand last week is still
unable to resume his work at the
Bicknell Manufacturing Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cates of Brew
ster street are confined to the house
by illness. Their (laughter Mrs. Bertna Vczma of Auburn is with them.

SEE OUR

The Park Theatre vaudeville pro- ,
gram Friday will see the return ol !
Bob Ott lamous vaudeville headliner,!
who is well known to the people ol J
Rcckiand.

"I have read a great deal about |
local citizens who saw the Fourth
Maine Regiment embark for the
front," remarked Capt. F. B. Averill
yesterday, “but I saw it march to City i
Hall square in New York."
Color foretells n
spring slory of fash
ion-success in

fjumrrinq Bird

Per Pair

FULL FASHIONED MOSIER.V

LACE TRIMMED SLIPS

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

HUMMING BIRD NET HOSE
$1.50

with new French Tops

at $1.00 and $1-25

HUMMING BIRD

BUILT UP SHOULDER SLIPS
regular and extra sizes

Full Fashioned, Pure Silk, Chiffon
at $1.00, $1.50, $1.95
Service Weight at

Special for $1.25

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50

J. SIMONTON

Primary petitions must be filed
S. F. Copeland of The Lewiston
Buick Company is attending a sales with the Secretary of State by next
Monday. Then we shall know how
meeting in Boston.
many have stood the gaff.
Many of the stores in Rockland
The Maine Air Transport, Inc., per
w^ll be closed for Patriot’s Day, formed another errand of mercy yes
April 19.
terday when its plane brought Mrs.
Frank Walls from Vinalhaven for an
The Robertsons who conducted emergency appendicitis operation
Rose-Anne Lodge at East Union, are
to be proprietors this season of a
Clifton Lufkin of Glencove has relarge new hotel in Rumford.
turned frcm Portland where he attended the sessions of Grand Lodge
Templars.
He also visited
The death in Portland of Harry R. of Good
------ ------r----- —
Virgin brings especial sorrow to the Edgar Cobb at Westbrook,
local Masons whem he had frequent
A prominent Rockland clubwoman
ly visited in recent years.
suggests that local club members be
Dr. F. O. Bartlett is a candidate for gin talking about prosperity. “There
the State senatorial nomination on has been so much talk of depression
the Democratic ticket, with appar at the clubs of late that I have felt
I would rather stay home," she says.
ently no other aspirant in the field.
Th^ April meeting of the Men’s
Bible Class of the Littlefield Memo
rial Church will be held with J. N
Farnham, 32 Cedar street tonight at
7.30.
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Every-Other-Day

;

When Theodore Sylvester joined
his fellow workers at The CourierGazette office yesterday morning it
was necessary to enlarge the compos
ing room door to admit him. The
newcomer is Theodore, Junior, and
weighs 144 ounces.
..._
The Rcckiand District committee
cf the Boy Scouts of America invites
you to attend a public program to be
held in the High School Auditorium
Monday evening, at 7.30. The pro
gram and purposes of Scouting will
be interestingly explained and dem
onstrated by the District Scout
Executive and members of Rockland
Boy Scout troops.
For eligibility to the forthcoming
list of key women. Educational Club
members must prepare itemized re
ports, stating names and amounts
collected for president, general chair
man, treasurer or assistant treasurer.
This includes only personal work, not
by team helpers. For awards, team
workers are included in various points.
Full written itemized reports are due
at 2 p. m. Ffiday. All dues arc now
payable for ensuing year.

"Obstetrics and Gynecology” is Dr.
Ethel Cries subject in treating ot
women's diseases at the Woman’s
Fducational Club meeting tomorrow.
Dr. Walter D. Hall will relate his
personal experiences among women
-and children of Mexico, with their
strange customs. “How can children
be taught what is right or wrong"' by
Miss Margaret McKnight; results of
drive work by General Chairman.
Mrs. Olive Wilson of Criehaven; cur
rent events, key women reports;
business. Messrs. Perry and Pelli
cane will display a fine 3-reel film.
“Strengthening our Nation."
Wilbur F. Senter Jr., who is at the
recently opened store of Senter Crane
Co. in Vinalhaven, was home for the
weekend.

Miss Harflet M. Nesbit completes
her duties at The Breakers. Palm
Beach, Fla., early next month, and
will return to Rejkland after a week's
rest at Lake Worth and a visit with
her sister in Rutherford, N. J, “I
have enjoyed the winter here in Palm
Beach." writes Miss Nesbit. “I had
many long automobile rides, and one
The most appalling tragedy in the
trip in a speed boat, so have learned
to like the South as well as the history of the sea was recorded 20
vears ago this month when the
North."
Steamship Titanic sank with a less
A detailed story of how Dr. John of 1635 lives, having been in collision
F. Condon, 70-ysar-old retired public with an iceberg off Cape Race, New
school principal, paid $50,000 ransom foundland. The gigantic liner, the
money on behalf of Col. Charles A largest ever built, was on her maiden
Lindbergh to a man in the shadow of voyage from Southampton, Eng., to
a cemeterv 10 davs ago was published New York with the largest gather
Tuesday by the Bronx Home News. ing of American and British notables
Fsten W. Porte", former Rockland ever assembled on a ship at the same
man. whose letters on prohibition time. The first news of the disaster
have excited such widespread inter- was flashed when messages were ra
(St, Is advertising manager of the dioed from the stricken liner for as
sistance. The S. S. Carpathia, Per
Bronx Heme News.
sian, Virginian and the Titanic's sis
A real souvenir—gift, dear to the ter ship Olympic immediately rushed
heart of every boy and girl, will be to her assistance. The Carpathia
given to the first 200 calling, (age 7 was first on the scene, but when she
to 12) Saturday at 1.30 at the Lynn arrived, the gTeat liner had gone to
Range Burner display of A. C. Mc- the bottom, leaving the sea dotted
Loon.Co.. in the former Cutler-Cook with wreckage, lifeboats and strug
Co. store.—adv.
* gling survivors supported with life
belts. Out of a total of 2340 persons
Rummage sale, Universallst vestry, or. board the ill-fated craft, only 705
were saved. Among the notables who
Saturday at 9 a. m.—adv.
went down with the shin were Isidore
The new rates and time table oi Straus. American merchant prince
the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef and philanthropist, and John Jacob
fective April 11 are: Planes leave Astor, international financier. Capt
Rockland 8 a. m.; 12 noon and 4 p. m. Edward J. Smith, who commanded
Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or the Titanic, died at his post on the
North Haven. $2 00. round trip $3 00 bridge of the liner.
special trip, $12 00: Rcckiand to Ston
See the Autopulse Pump in opera
ington, $3.00. round trip $5.00. special
$15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha tion at our Lynn Burner Display in
ven to Stonington. $2 00. round trip the former Cutler-Cook Co. location.
$3.00, special $15 00; North Haven to Main at Elm streets. - Direct feed
Vinalhaven, $2.00, round trip, $3.00, from storage to burner. Ask a sales
special $12.00. Round trips must be man to demonstrate this truly won
made the same day. Sailings are on derful device. A. C. MeLoon & Co.,
distributors.—adv.
standard time.
44-46
Miss Hope Greenhalgh of Block 2.
Time to paint inside and out and
whiten ceilings. Paint and labor are Universalist Church, announces a
cheaper. D. J. Dorgan. Tel. 106-R. rummage sale at the vestry April 30.
,V.
*
.
36*Th-‘

,

Tliree courteous and good natured
citizens are abroad on our streets this
week sizing up the valuation of your j
property with a view to taxation, •
Ihe assessors are M. M. Daggett!'
(chairman), H. W. Keep and Laforest j
A. Thurston.

We Do Our Own
Financing

27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Listen while you Ding:
Because I know you're happy,
Telling us 'tls Spring.
Mrs. Ida Tolman.
Rockville.
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BEGINNING TOMORROW
Sale of

Riviera Bath Soap
Colors:
Odeurs:

in the following matching odors
White,
Rose,
Green,
Lavender,
Yellow
Bouquet, Geranium, Jasmin, Lilac, Verbena

Assorted Colors to box
Sold by the box only
Sold in every department on First Floor.

Members of the Baptist Men's
League are again reminded that next
week's meeting, and all future meet
ings. will be held on Thursday night,
instead of Wednesday, this being so
as not to conflict with the church
circles always held on Wednesday
night. There will doubtless be a large
turnout, as the speaker is to be a
former pastor, Rev B. P. Browne.

59c doz

Reg. price $1.20 dozen

Have you seen these

There will be something doing Sat- j
urday at 1.30 down around the cor
ner of Main and Elm streets when A.
C. MeLoon & Co. will give away 200
souvenirs to the first 200 youngsters,
ages 7 to 12, calling at their Lynn
range display at the former Cutie,
Cook Co. store. These are real gifts
—something to wear—thrill givers
dear to the heart of kidhood.

MRS. ELMORE E. STROUT
Maynard Brennan has sold his fill
ing station at the corner of Park
The new armory of Battery E, Coast
By the death of Mrs. Minnie Artillery, in Spear block, is working
street and Broadway to the Standard
Oil Co., the deal being made through (Richardson) Strout, wife of Capt. out admirably, and Capt. Saville and
Thcmas J. Foley’s real estate agency. Elmore E. Strout, which occurred his men are delighted with the im
D. Gattl remains in charge.
April 7, at her home on Crescent proved accommodations, to which is
street, the Methodist Church has lost now being added complete telephone
The building on Main street occu- one of its most faithful and devoted equipment. The battery is dolling up
pied by Robert A. Magune's machine members, and Rockland one of its for Jiext Tuesday night's federal in
shop, has been sold through Thomas most loyal citizens.
spection. which will be followed on
J. Foley’s real estate agency, to C
She was bom in Brewer Nov. 15, Wednesday night i?y the federal in
a. Hamilton, whose property it ad
1865. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George spection of Battery E in Thomaston.
joins. It is understood that Mr. Ma- Richardson, descendants of the
gunc wm build.
Richardsons who came to this coun
The widening and walling of the
try from England in 1635, her own brook where it divides the public
mother being of Scotch descent. library lot from the children's play
GOING TO THOMASTON
j Graduating from Bangor High ground has been completed, having
School, she attended Bucksport furnished work for the unemployed a
Altered plans will send the
Seminary, after which she taught considerable portion of the winter.
office of the Maine State Police
school for seven years.
A portion of the brook has already
to Thomaston, instead of GlenShe was married in 1891 to Capt. been covered and when the grading
covc, as was announced recently.
Strout of this city, who survives her. has been done there will be seen a
The town of Rockport had voted
The devotion between husband and marked improvement in that section.
to expend $1000 in remodeling
wife was of such a type as to make The men are now doing some grading
the Glencove school building,
their home one of ideal happiness. on the high school lot on Lincoln
but at the eleventh hour the
To them was born a son who died in street.
adjutant general's department
infancy and later a daughter Ernes
decided that the Thomaston lo
tine, who lived to bless the home for
E. C. Moran Jr., went to Augusta
cation (near the State Prison) is
24 happy years, but who at this
this morning to personally file his
more suitable.
early age was called to a higher life. nomination
capers as a candidate for
Uniting with the M. E. Church in the Congressional nomination on the
Bangor
at
the
age
of
15
her
beauti

Mayor Dubord of Waterville is ex
Democratic ticket.
Although the
pected to address the Woman's Edu ful Christian life had an early be maximum allowance for a congresginning.
Coming
to
Rcckiand
41
cational Club tomorrow night. He
’ional candidate is under 1200. Mr.
has notified Mrs. Rich that nothing years ago as a bride, she united with Moran’s papers contained a total of
but court duties will keep him away Pratt Memorial M. E. Church, where nearly 5200 names, the surplus being
Mayor Dubord is one of tlie starters she endeared herself to all with retained as souvenirs which are very
In the Democratic field of guberna whom she came in contact. Quiet interesting to him—to say nothing
and unassuming she moved among if being very gratifying. His signtorial aspirants.
the people she loved, surrounded at rs represented 100 cities and town*
,A real souvenir—gift, dear to the all times with an atmosphere of and five plantations.
heart of every boy and girl, will be peace and Christlikeness.
The mention of her name was a
one of the most delightful of school
given to the first 200 calling, (age 7
to 12) Saturday at 1.30 at the Lynn synonym of loving gentleness com- entertainments will be presented at
Range Burner display of A. C. Mc- bined with a constant faith in God i the High School auditorium tonight
Loon Co., in the former Cutler-Ccok Hers was a life so useful, and far-1 at 7.30, when Junior High School stureaching in rich influence. Her sym- dents will put on an observance ot
Co. store.—adv.
pathy was always with the needy, the George Washington Bi-CentenAre you still using batteries for and the erring. Her beautiful spirit nial, to include the cantata “The
your doorbell. For a small cost you remains. No legacy can be of more! Spirit cf '76" sung by the Bovs' and
can have a lifetime bell ringing trans value to those left behind than the: Girls' glee clubs, orchestral selections
and “Washington's Album" which
former installed on your Ughtirg wir -emcmbrance of such a life.
For seven years she was a faithful will feature the minuet, the Virginia
ing. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 643. 45-46
teacher In the Sunday School, feei reel and several tableaus drawn from
ng the responsibility of her class as fhe life of the first President. All
few teachers do, giving up the task of the youthful particinants will be
only when compelled to do so by ill in Colonial costume which ensures a
health. Being a member of the feast to the eye. Miss Elizabeth
Ladies' Aid Society, she served as Hagar as director is being assisted bv
ccretary for several years. She was Margaret Dunton. accompanist, and
i member of the Sunshine Society, iv the other teachers of the Junior
and the Woman’s Educational Club, High School. The admission is modand served on the board of the Home rately priced, and all who attend
for Aged Women, during which she ire sure of more than their money's
worth.
endeared herself to the inmates.
The funeral was held from her
The National Council's campaign
home Sunday in charge of her pastor,
Rev. H. H. Marr, with Capt. John 'o secure 1.000,000 signatures is
A. Stevens. A. W. Gregory, Henry
with enthusiastic endorsedeRochemont and Ralph U. Clark as ment frcm many of the major wombearers. Amidst a beautiful pro "n’s organizations of the country, who
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
fusion of flowers she was laid to rest see in the coming International Con
fess an effective means of promot
in Achorn cemetery.
E. H. T
ing good-will among nations. Each
EVERYBODY CAN
if the 21 organizations affiliated with
AFFORD A CAR v
Baraca Class is to conduct a cooked the Council and participating in the
food sale Saturday afternoon at 2 at drive has been assigned a quota ol
the store of F. J. Simonton Co.
signatures equivalent to its mem
bership and each" local community
45-lt
has a quota equivalent to the aggre
ODE TO THE BLUEBIRD
gate membership of all local affiliated
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
irganizations. BPW Club of this city
Pretty little bluebird.
has a quota of 225 names to secure
Ever on the wing.
before Mav 1st. Mrs. Exie Perry,
Come a little nearer.
president of the club, and chairman
I love to hear you sing.
if the signature drive, is making
Sing a song of blossoms.
"very effort to secure this quota, and
Full ol honey sweet.
more, too. The book which is he’d
Come a little nearer.
for signatures is at the Postal Tele
Build a nest so neat.
U-Otto-Buy a Car and NOW you
■
t
graph Company's office, and any
Happy
In
thp
tree-top.
can! If you know anything about
woman interested in this project may
Pretty bluebird dear.
sign, providing she shows after her
a car you'll recognize great value in
Build your nest so cozy.
same the organization for which she
Without a bit of fear.
those that we're offering.
signs.
I will only watch you.

1930 Essex Sedan
1928 Chevrolet Coach
1930 Ford Roadster
1928 Whippet Sedan
1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
1929 Chrysler Coach
1929 Ford Sedan
1930 Chevrolet Sedan
1928 Oldsmobile Coupe
1928 Hupmobile Sedan

McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK

Suede Leather Jackets
They are smart and inexpensive

$7.50

Special

Green, Tan, Blue, Orange, Etc.

Real Suede

Blanket Centers
Full Size Blankets—a Real Bargain

33c
Boys’ Golf Hose
All Firsts, All Colors
Sec these nt once

12jc

New Low Price
Sizes 7 to 11

Children’s Tan Ribbed Hose
Bought Right, Sold Right
10c Direct from the Mill
SENTER CRANE COMPANY VS*
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. C. L. Fales returned home
Sunday from Rockland where she
has been receiving surgical treatment
at Knox Hospital.
Miss Beatrice Miller is staying for
awhile at the home of Everett
Murphy in Friendship. Mr. Murphy
is in poor health.
A few from this place attended the
supper at the village Saturday
night given by the girls of the 4-H
Club.
H. J. Autio has a new horse
bought from Brunswick parties.
Bill' Koster of Rockland was a
business visitor in town Monday.
A. V. Grafton is ill.
Mr. Raita met with the misfortune
last week of losing a cow.
Frank Miller is driving a new

Chevrolet truck recently bought from
Sea View Garage In Rockland. Mr.
Miller is engaged for another year
as road patrolman.
A. J. Hussey has returned home
after spending a few weeks with rela
tives at Port Clyde.
R. W. Bradford and W. A. Brad
ford arc making daily trips to the
village engaged in tax adjustment
Miss Helen Fales spent tne week
end at the home of her uncle, Wil
lard Fales in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales of
Rockland were at C. L. Fales' Mon
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. A G. Jameson and
Mrs. Emma Bradford were Rockland
visitors Friday.
Miss Beatrice Havener was home
from Thomaston over the weekend.
Mrs. A. G. Jameson and Mrs.

Frankie Miller went to the village
Sunday and were calling on Mrs.
Elden Cook and Everett Murphy,
both of whom arc in ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lasko of
Magee Island were In town Sunday.
Clifton Waltz and Mr. Weeks of
Damariscotta were in this place last
Thursday.

Cars are being made in so many
colors that they will match almost
any costume, says a woman's page
note, but what we'd like to find is a
nice, snappy new one to match our
income.—Boston Herald.

After
looking
over Preside
Hoover’s plans for money-raislr
we've decided to let the Qovemme
i have our income and we'll keep t
tax.—Judge.

Fixtures at Less Than Half
Regular Prices ...
They9re Going Fast
Get Yours Now!
Our gigantic clearance sale of Electrical Fixtures announced
on Tuesday continues and there are some exceptional buys
in modern fixtures.
We have gone out of the wiring business—and were it not
for this fact we could not possibly offer such bargains in high
class merchandise. Rock-bottom prices on the entire lot—
$15 to $20 fixtures for as little as $4; brackets for $1 and up.

BORN
KIMBALL—At Rockland. April 14 tn Mr
and Mrs. James W Kimball of York
I Eva Moore I. a daughter. Elona Eve
lyn.
THOMAS—At Rockland April 13. to Mr
and Mrs Charles A Thomas, a daugh
ter. weight 9 pounds.
SYLVESTER At Rockland. April 12. lo
Mr. and Mrs Theodore W Sylvester
(Evangeline Winchenbaugh I. n son
Theodore W.. Jr., weight 9 pounds.
SFlrtARD -At Searsmont. April 4. to
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Shepard, a son.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and 1
friends for their many acts of klndneduring our sad bereavement, the K of
P and Grange, and especially George
Delano. Edgar Winchenbach. Mr and
Mrs. Redlngton De’.ano and Sadlr
Flanders, and all the neighbors who did
so much at the time mv husband wus
found; also for the beautiful flowers
Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach. Mr and
DIED
Mrs. Leslie McLaughlin.
South Waldoboro.
SIDELINOER-At Washington. April 11
Laura A., wife of William Sldellnger.
eted 63 years. 4 months. 21 days.—
RESOLUTIONS
I Correction I.
Whereas, our brother Maurice A. Gregory has been removed from our midst. WALLACE—At Bremen. April 13. Capt
Willard
O. Wallace, aged 54 years. Fu
we. members of Penobscot View Grange
neral Sunday at 2 o'clock
No. 388. deeply feel our great loss We
shall miss his Jolly greeting and extend to
IN MEMORIAM
the bereaved family our heartfelt symIll loving memory of Earl G. Miller
pathy tn this sad hour. As a member
of our Grange he was loyal and faithful who passed away two years ago today,
Therefore be it. Resolved that we April 15. 1930
Sad and sudden was the call.
drape our charter In his memory, a copy
Who was so dearly loved by all.
of these resolutions be published In The
What would I give to clasp his hand
Courier-Gazette, a copy sent to the
family, and a copy be spread upon our
His loving face to see.
records.
To hear his voice.
Inez R. Packard. Winifred L. Clinton.
To see his smile
That meant so much to me.
Therese C. Smith, Committee on Reso
•
His loving Wife and Children
lutions.

Select yours now; you can re-fixture your entire home at the
foimer coct of a single room.

On Sale Only at Our

SERVICE BUILDING
153 Union St., Rockland

CENT

AINE

WEI^tOMn
POWE
rOMPANY

want me to> 75o? What for a“JoL Is
UNION
it?”
“That would take me some time
The Wide Awake 4-H Club with
to explain. I wouldn’t xxant any
Mrs. Ida Goss as leader will serve
Get at the real cause. That’s what
man to tackle it without him un
a baked bean supper at I O.O F. hall thousands of stomach sufferers are
derstanding the whole thing, or
today (Thursday) at 6 p. m The , doing noxv. Instead of taking tonics,
1
2
G 7
3
5
4
then he might feel I’d dragged him
'— or trying to patch up a poor digestion,
“ I feel that it was very possibly in girls of this club plan to make their
into trouble.”
10
own uniforms and the proceeds from they are attacking the real cause of
Something In Baker’s tone made strumental in saving the life of my the supper are to be used to pur- the ailment—clogged liver and dis
third oldest boy one night when chate materials. They hope for a ordered bowels.
Buzzard look at him sharply.
12
13
14
15
II
“Nothing illeg—crook—out of tlie he was one year old.” Mrs. A. G. large attendance.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help
SW
ordinary, is it?"
Weldon, Medford (Mass.).
arouse the liver in a soothing, healing
20
17
Recent guests at the home of way. When the liver and bowels are
lb
18 SSS 19
“It's all three, and then some."
Mrs. Rose Stewart were Mr. and ,Mrs. performing their natural functions,
Buzzard bit his cigarette. “ ’And
Wx
14
then some!’ Sly eyes! Wlio’re you
c.va-t Dimmick xxho came from people rarely suffer from indigestion
ll
25
23
L'l-l'i : nn Mass., to spend
snend Easter,
Easter. andi...
ki~
Wollvon,
declaring war on?"
stomach .troubles.
w
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harrv
Thompson.
“If you want to know xvho I am.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue.
3o
Laxative Worm Expdler
27
lb
28
29
I xvas in the Mounted. The 0. C.
Mrs. Euda Lerntond served tea to j poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feelhere at Edmonton can tell you
Signs of Worms are: Constipation, an who attended
.....................
the millinery opea- ing, no ambition or energy, trouble
33
32
r
31
about me. And I can give you
deranged stomach, swollen upper : ’g at her home last week.
with undigested foods? Try Olive
other reference
lip, offensive breath, hard and full
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
35
34
“You xvere in the Mounted?" stomach with pains, pale face, eyes Providence spent Sunday with Mrs.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are a
Buzzard
frowned
thoughtfully. heavy, short dry cough, grinding B:c vn’s mother, Mrs. Luella Jones.
purely vegetable compound. Know
^7
“Baker—the Mounted. . . . Say, of the teeth, etc.
39 40
3b
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Jones who them by their olive color. They do
haven't I heard or read somewhere
the
work
without
griping,
crajnps
or
W
have
been
spending
the
winter
at
. . . Are you that Sergeant Baker Dr. True’s Elixir is made from
All druggists. Jog, 30c and 00c.
4b
44
41 42
43
45
the home of Lionel Newbert have pain.
down north near the Arctic?"
Take one or two at bedtime for
purest herbs, contains no harmful moved into a house owned by Mr.
Alan nodded.
quick relief. Eat what you like.
\\\\
ingredients . . . cleanses as it
50
48
49
47
51
“Sly eyes! I’ve read about some clears the intestinal tract ... It is Newbert.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Matthews
of your doings. You’re on a de a mild medicine safe for children
\\\\
have been guests at L. F. Barker's.
5b
55
tective trick or something like that.
52
53
54
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank, Mr.
or adults.
Bernard Butler of Rockland was and Mrs. George Mank of Union,
Baker?”
W bO
With expert Judgment Alan had Four generations have proved it. calling on friends in this place Sun Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster of Ten
58
57
59
been sizing up his new acquain- _ _______________________________ day.
ants Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
w
It is with much regret this place Morse and Mrs. McKay of Rockland,
tance, from his brick-red helmet.
b3
bl
bl
down across his oil-splattered
I loses its Nazarene pastor Miss Mary and Mrs. Ellen Shibles of Rockport.
Jumpers, to his “side-walk" shoes.
tones. She has been pastor here for The time passed pleasantly xvith
bM
EAST WALDOBORO
He read the daredeviltry In this
he past three years, and has made music and social chat. Cake and ice
7,-IFeatherof. He was a man after
many warm friends.
cream were served, and all joined in
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ccffin o' Aina
Alan's oxvn heart. And he had a
Mrs. Emily Bacon and two grand extending congratulations and best
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
machine of his own! If only he'd were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs sons of North Waldoboro have moved
wishes to Mrs. Mank.
16- Lamenting
50- A youth
1-Saddened
go, it xvould save precious days Clarence Coffin.
:o the rent of J. C. Moody, at South
17- A period of fasting
8-Game played on
51- Milk (Latin)
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Black cf Slatgo I Union.
looking for a plane and pilot.
18- An aged person
52- An insect
horseback
Alan said: "Sly story Is a long and Mrs. Nellie Rcever visited Mr.
HOPE
The four leading parts of the
S4-Pertaining to the
20-Repentance
9-Verbal
one. You look as hungry as I I and Mrs. Levi Keizer Sunday.
Union High School have been as
22-A pastry
tide
11- Dress material
feel. . . .”
Mrs. Call Oray and Mrs. Clifford
Abner Dur.ton is a surgical patient
24-Eow the head
12- Swab
56- Foundation
"I am. Baker. Let's go eat and Allen of Rockland recently visited j signed: First, to Dorothy Morine; at Camden Community Hospital.
’
econd
Lloyd
Martin:
third,
Gert

27-A lever for the foot
14-Goddess of discord 57-Journey
then talk.”
1 Mrs. Emily Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer L. True ar
rude
Antilla;
fourth,
Barbara
Pay53- Materia I with a
29-Doctrine
<
(Gr. Myth.)
Alan helped him pull a canvas
Ivan Scott and Henry Orff were in
rived
home
Saturday
bringing
with
son.
31-Middle
16- Sphere
corded surface
over the machine. Together they Rockland Saturday.
them Master David Brown of Wal
60- Rave
33-Boy’s name (short)
17- Mislays
stepped over to tlie taxi. As they
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller were ' Harry Thompson of Lowell, Mass., tham. Mass., who will visit Mr. and
61- Gsseous element in 37-Tear
has been visiting friends in town.
19-Ensnare
rambled down town they sxvapped callers at Lester Mask’s Sunday.
Mrs. Leigh Weaver for two weeks.
33-Trim
21- Anything shaped
the air
Lucius Barker has bought a pioi of
yarns, discovered several mutual
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson have
Mrs. Eleanor Payson is home after
£3-String
39- Genuine
like the letter L
acquaintances, aud came down to moved home from Union where he i land at Barrett’s Corner and expects several weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
64-Strengthen
40- Terminate
22- Foot-like organ
to build a garage in the near futuro. Frank Payson in Lincolnville.
“Alan" and "Buzzard.’’
is employed.
42-Canvas covering
23- Evil
At the Chateau MacDonald Alan
Mrs. Edna McIntire. Mrs. Hottie 1 Friends of Frank Lenfest are
Miss Evtlyn Marriner silent the
VERTICAL
44- Agitate
25- Corroded
sent a telegram to Colonel Steele Rines and daughter Madelyn. M:- P^Jned to hear of his declining day Tuesday of last week with Mr.
45- To strike with the
26- Pronoun
in Victoria. He wrote it swiftly, Thelma Borneman and son Urban , health,
and Mrs. Charles Marriner in Lin
1- Child's toy
open hand
27- Liquid measure
not daring to think txxice of the were recent guests of Mrs. Hilda M‘1Mrs. Mary Luce and Miss Bertha colnville.
2- A arge deer
46- A kiln for drying
28- Horse’s gait
fatal step.
ter.
! Luce of Thomaston called on relaMrs. Clifton Robbins was in Cam3- ltalian river
hops
30- Half an em
"Am out of Mounted accepting
Percv Miller has employment or 1 lives and friends in this place Sat- dsn last week to visit her parents
31- Join
4- Greek god of love 48-Smail mountain
your tine offer xvill you wire me t’ne Maine Central Railroad action.
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Hopkins.
32- Paradlse
5- Very
lake
five hundred as salary advance
Mrs. Harvey Coon bs and daughtc
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster of TenThere was gcod attendance at
34- Dry
6- Before
51-Debark
xvould be mighty grateful letter Gloria of Brunswick are guests ot , ant’s Harbor were guests Friday of Hope Grange Saturday and all appre
35- Bird's home
7-A sudden and rapid 53-Row
following with details.
Mrs. Lester Mark. Trying Austin and I her parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert ciated the fine program, which com
36- Mend
motion
55- Lacking the sente
ALAN BAKER."
Harvey Cocmts were also there Sun- Mank.
39-Tall
grass
stem
B-A
person difficult to
prised several pleasing vocal selec
of hearing
He and Buzzard ate dinner; and iav. Fdwin Co':nb' o"d Miss Dornc. W. Whitcomb and C. S. Nelson tiers and readings and Mrs. Mar
41-Pronoun
bear with (slang) 5fr-Barren
then for a solid hour Alan talked.
hv Skillings returned to Bruifcwick of Hallowell and W. H. Balentine of garct Robbins' account of her Florida
43-Reclines
10- ltalian coin
58-American poet ’
He told of the Midnight Sun rob
Mr .Ti'lma Torn near, entertained , Fairfield. State highway men. were trip which was very interesting.
4&-0ispatched
11- Trade
60-Legendary bird
bery, of the chase, fight, escape, of Mrs Hattie nines. Mrs. Hilda Miller htre ;ast week looking after lhe iron
46Ahead
12Greatest
quantity
b2-Point of compass
Students of Appleton High School
Dave MacMillan's trouble: of his and Mrs. Fdna McIntire at dinnei bridge.
47-A lace fabric
13- Torment
(abbr.)
will put on a drama at the hall here
resolve to help Joyce: of Joyce go April 1. As Mrs. Georgia Mank'was
49-Strike
gently
,
15-Satisfy
^S-Credit
(abbr.)
Friday
evening.
W.
J.
Bryant
was
in
Waterville
last
ing bravely back to the lonely not able to be present she sent them week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Mank
with
their
(Solution
to
Prex-ious
Puzzle)
trading station; of his run-in witii a (?) letter.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Edwards sons Gerald and Sheldon are in
Haskell, his getting busted, his
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Munro were Matthews are delighted to have them Waldoboro for a few weeks assisting
TENANT'S HARBOR
E7 S T R o M A N
R 1 B S
buying out of service, his thousand- incISTn?Mr“TE. Archibald c:
'°ng
R 1 L E
mile trip to Edmonton.
E R 1 E
U B O N Y
who
is
quite
ill.
Miss Eva Torrey has been confined
V E S T ■s C o R E
“But just where do the old crate Thomaston were callers Sunday a: V,B R 1 N
M:s. Thornton Thorndike and to the house for six weeks with rheu
Rtveidy Burns place for the present.
and me come in at?” Buzzard L L Mank's
S T A L E S T
S V A N o S
children
are
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
Prank
Gardner Jameson of Isle au Hair
,^e" ^1'
preached a very
asked.
matism.
S N A R E
H Au U
Thorndike
in
Camden
for
an
indefi
*rmon Sunday’
Dr. Leroy Gross, formerly of Vinal- i
Alan told why he was looking for Bernard Jameson and Mr. and Mi- | le
B IB T N T s A 0 D L E R s
nite time.
an airplane, sketched the strategy Lloyd Jameson cf Rockland were at I “1’ ' L'
haven, is to locate here, and residents I R E P D E B T S
s E V E N
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Broxvnell
ar.d
of his campaign, explained his Mrs. Emily Jameson's last week.
... .
Airs. R. H. Moyle are In
of
the
town
are
much
pleased.
A L E S ■ D E A V H ■d T V A
whole daring plan of running the
Mrs. Rcse Rcoinson was a gu. 1 |
to attend the Maine Meth- children were in Camden Saturday
Mrs.
Bertha
Maxwell
who
has
been
!
N 1 N E sB| s T c A
E Q
and visited Mrs. Joel Fernald.
bandits to earth.
last Thursday cf Mis. Charles Bow 1 odist Conference. It is expected tha’
D E D 1 c AT E
W. Orris Norwood of this place and away for the winter returned home
M 1
L
s
Mrs. MacEonald will occupy the pulHe asked, “Will you go. Buz ers.
•
Miss Lu.Ila Partridge of Camden Saturday.
z E U s
r 1 L E s
zard?” It was so very simple a
Mrs. Hilda Miller, Mrs. Thelma nit 1 ?xt Sunday. Mrs. MacDonald were united in marriage at Union
Mrs. Harry Paterson is employed •
s T R u N G Bl i L U E T s
question, but there was a prayer Bcrnema.i. and Mrs. Fdna McIntire ;as been here before and is a very
’’:'l 5 by Rev. R. H. Moyle. At at the public telephone office.
H e AR 'HL 1 N T
O V K E
in his voice and eyes.
were gursts Friday of Mrs. Hattie arrest and pleasing speaker.
Mrs.
J.
K.
Monaghan
made
a
busi

..esent
they
are
staying
with
Mr
Mrs. Hattie Fossett is very ill.
O N c E
“Will I go?” Buzzard echoed, al Rines
R ODC o E L 1 A
ness
trip
to
Rockland
last
Thursday.
;
Norwood's
mother
Mrs.
Ida
Nor

Several from this place attended
O D c s
most angrily. He put his fist down
S T E R N
D E N T
The Social Club met with M’s.
Business in town is very dull owing
on the table so hard that the salt Haze! Bowers, nine members, one the movies ill Rockland Saturday- wood. Congratulations are extended. to not being able to start the quarries
David
Brown
of
Newton,
Mass.,
is
shaker jumped. “Will I go—on a visiter and two children being pres night.
James Griffin has a fine litter of a guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Weaver. early, but it is hoped to see things
trick like that? II—I’s bells, what ent Mrs. L t. Mank, lecturer pre
WHEELER'S BAY
Arthur Harwood and Raymond booming in the near future.
a question! Would I kiss my girl sented the folloxving program: Read red nigs and Flank Fuller has txvo
Mrs.
Charles Sholes and Mrs. Fred
The
Masons
are
having
their
hall
Ludwig motored to Portland last
if she asked me to?”
ings, Mrs. Maude Coffin and Mrs. litters. These are the first ones heard Sunday Jo attend a meeting of the repaired and repainted.
i Miller of East Weymouth were called
Alan checked him: “Just a min Hilda Miller; stories, Mrs. Hattie of so far this spring.
Mrs. W. E. Sheerer is reported as home by the illness of their mother
The K. T. Class of the M. E. Sun ‘13 Class.” which is conducted by
ute, Buzzard. I.et’s get a eouple Rines and Mrs. Nellie Reever; organ
j Mrs. H. E. Rackliff.
things clear. One is the matter of solo. Mrs. Powers; conundrums. Mrs day school are to have a food sale for Henry S. Merrill. They reported a somewhat improved. Leroy Sheerer
Lester Elwell of Pownal spent the
pay. I’ve got a couple hundred Mank; food contest, Hazel Bowers, the benefit of the Hart family who great trip, and an attendance of 1976 of Providence spent the weekend weekend with his aunt Mrs. Carrie
In
spite
of
the
bad
traveling
the
with
his
mother.
'cst
their
heme
and
all
their
belong

dollars in my pocket aud five hun prizes won by Mrs. Rose Robinson
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan is selling out i Maker.
ings by fire last week. The sale will attendance at the Grange whist
dred coming by wire. It'll prob ar.d Mrs. Nellie Rcever.
Herbert L. Rackliff, son of Edw.
party Saturday xvas the largest of her dry goods and will soon close her
be
held
at
J.
C.
Creighton
Co.
’
s
store
ably take ail that to outfit us, so
Au’tin Wiley and Charles Bowers next Saturday afternoon. The com the winter.
Rackliff. and Alvin B. Rackliff, son
store.
right now I can’t pay you one red are shingling at Morris Wellman's.
of Eugene Rackliff, had a narrow esMr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
is asked to furnish food, also
cent. But I’m going onto a goodMiss Bertha Siorer was at Mrs L. L. munity
| cape from being drowned when the
anyone having clothing of any kind were entertained at dinner and bridge
salaried job. and I’il pay 3 on be Mank's Wednesday of last week.
PORT
CLYDE
boat which they were in filled with (
or household furnishings that they at the Robbins home last Friday eve
fore the year’s over—”
-------! water. The boys swam about ten
can spare, please take them to the ning.
“How much are yon getting out
Mrs. Caroline Balano xvho spent i feet with rubber boots and their
Several from this place attended
SEARSMONT
Creighton si ore and the committee
of this? Nothing. Good. I’ll take
will see that they are delivered tb the the fireman's ball in Camden Friday the winter months at the home of • heavy clothing on, when Frank
the same.”
Mrs. Bertha Jones has returned to Rackliff got them into his skiff,
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton. enter Hart family. This is a very worthy evening.
“But it's my affair, my quarrel."
her home and is being oared for by I which was a remarkable thing to do
“Then I’ll horn in on it. And be tained a few friends Saturday eve- cause as there are five children, and
Miss Mildred Hupper.
J without filling the skiff. Frank suresides. I’ll get my pay out of it in nii g it beirj Mr. Dunton’s birthday they barely escaped with their lives,
NORTH HOPE
Margaret and Douglass Pratt of! ly deserves much praise.
the long run. Look at the publicity anniversary. The evening was very and with nothing but their night
Tenant’s Harbor visited last Thurs
Herbert Rackliff is attending
value, Alan, if we pull a stunt like pleasantly nar.red with music and so clothes left to them.
Mrs. Clara Hall xvho has been
The road between South Union and spending the winter with friends and day xvith Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim- - grammar school at Tenant’s Harbor.
that! With all the headline adver cially after which light lunch was
stived The color scheme of yellow Union Ctmmon is in the worst con relatives in Charlestown, Mass., re mons.
Annie Rackliff recently spent a
tising I'd get. . . .”
Mrs. William Pease of Martinsville i few days with her grandparents
“But supposing your machine and gre:n xvas carried out in the table dition for a number of years. Several turned home last week, her brother
gets wrecked down north some d c ri 0 ••• t a centerpiece cf vel- cars were mired Sunday in front ot Mernard Wiley motoring down with spent last Thursday with her son Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Pierson.
where? It’d be a total loss. I Icw Jo '.t.ull' and ferns. Two very at the Stickney place. Grave! is being her. He returned home last Satur- William.
Ernest Wilson has returned home!
couldn't pay you back for a long—" tractively decorated birthday cakes hauled in to make tlie road passable day morning.
Lucille and Susan Gath of South
after spending a few weeks in Knox j
“Usually when a fellow's plane a'.o traced the table, one made by
School here reopened the past Hospital where he underwent a sur- j
Is a total wreck, he doesn’t worry Mrs. Dunton, the other by their Hope spent the weekend with Laura
week, the teacher, Miss Therese gicaf operation.
daughter Mrs. Iaverne Lee-nan of Wallace.
much about the loss. All he cares
Portland.
Mr Dun ten was the
Mrs. Bacon and grandsons Warren Sherman, finding a place to board
about Is a nice headstone.”
Mrs. Electa Hopkins is visiting in i
Prevents Large Pores
recipient cf several nice and useful and Allen Reynolds have moved from with Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease.
Augusta.
"But look here noxv, and get this
Stays on Longer
gifts and cards from his friends and North Waldoboro into Clarence
straight. We haven’t any right to
In the mention last week of the
Mrs. Caroline Balano entertained No dry or drawn, or pasiy, flaky look
his daughtcis, two of whom live in Mcody's house at South Union.
pull a trick like this, Buzzard.
Grange dinner committee, the names the Baptist Sewing Circle Wednes 1 with new wonderful MELLO-GLO
Ed.nund Harding, Sr., is ill. Dr. of Miss Ada Ripley and Evelyn Mar day afternoon.
Portland aud one in Belfast.
We're stepping outsidp the law.
Face Powder. Spreads more smoothly
Maurice Ccbh has returned to Port Plumer is in attendance.
We’re violating several hard and
riner xvere unintentionally omitted.
Miss Celia Chadwick is spending a . and stays on longer. No shiny noses.
Mrs. Anne Parris, teacher in the
land, after a week’s stay here with
fast statutes. I happen to know.”
Mrs. Clara Hall visited Mrs. A. I. few weeks in Medomak.
! Prevents large pores. Produces a
his narents and his wife who recently grammar school, is ill and Supt. Rowe
TO BE CONTINUED
Rev. F. W. Barton conducted the |I youthful bloom by hiding tiny lines,
Perry Sunday.
underwent a surgical operation at substitutes for her.
J. C. Johnson of Lincolnville was evening service at the Baptist chapel' wrinkles and pores.
Beautiful
The 82d milestone in the life
Belfast Memorial Hospital. Friends
women love new French Process
ace elad to hear that Mrs. Cobb is journey of Mrs. Elizabeth 1 Merry) overnight guest of his brother-in- last Thursday night.
Sixty-four
attended
the
supper
in
MELLO-GLO. Its natural tone suits
gaining satisfactorily.
Mank was reached March 30. and law A I. Perry Sunday, returning
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Shepard are re her children planned a birthday sur Monday morning. E. Donald Perry the library last week given by the every complexion. Try MELLO-GLO.
Baptist
Sunday
School,
at
the
close
'
Corner Drug Store and all other
jeicing over the birth of a son. prise party for her. She was gen accompanied him, and will be em
April 4.
erously remembered xvith gifts, fruit ployed for several davs at the home of the recent contest between the i’ good stores. .
Red
and
Blue.
flowers and cards, and two decorated of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Johnson,
Schools opened Monday, with Mrs. |
birthday cakes. Those present were papering, painting and doing other
l
like jobs of inside spring renova Margaret Simmons of Martinsville. ,
teacher of the grammar school and !
Physic the Bladder With
ting.
mis. Burleigh Mank is ill with
Juniper Oil
The road from Willow-Brook to Mrs. Norma Hockings of Tenant's,
grippe.
the Corner is in good condition, but Harbor, the primary.
Drive out the Impurities and excess
Gertrude Mank who has been work
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons acids that cause Irritation, burning and
mud. in places from the Corner to
irg for Mrs. LI. D. Post, is home on
Camden is holding up cars in “close have returned home after a stay of frequent desire. BU-KETS, the bladder
a count cl illness in the family.
physic containing Juniper oil, buehu
embrace.” It is hoped the rain of several weeks in Rockland.
Mrs. Clifford Itobinrcn had the
Mrs. Alvah Thompson and chil leaves, etc., works on the bladder simi
Tuesday will have settled the mud
rr.irfortun to slip on the walk last
Get
- - - bowels.
-- and that these places will soon be dren of Hupper's Island spent i lew lar to castor , oil on the
week and sprain one of her ankles.
' ?
,c test
any
drug
- A,ter
x/i in Rockland
“OCK1“'’la last
last week
week.
f0lir
daysbox1{ from
not rel
ieved
of store
"getting
up
all safe again. It seems that there days
The roads are in bad condition for
miss Lena Harris of Martinsville I nights” go back and get your money,
are many such places that should be
c; rs although some try to get through.
you are bothered with backache or
dug up and re-based before another visited Mrs. Alice Trussell last week, i If
T >ere has been no grange meeting
pains caused from bladder disorders
The C. and V. Morse store has had leg
spring. Like a weak link in a chain
tlie past two weeks.
you are bound to feel better after this
Mrs. Stillman Whune’- was called
it makes the whole length almost a new electric refrigerator installed. cleansing and you get your regular sleep.
Sold at Corner Drug Store. Charles XV.
useless.
to Rockland a few days last week on
Sheldon, Druggist. C. H. Moor & Co.,
a count of the illness of her lather.
Several from this place attended
Druggists.
Clifford Mank who has been con
the day session of Grange last Sat
fined to the house all winter with a
urday. mere was a good attendance
leg is now able to get out
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
and a very enjoyable program. Quite
— With Castoria's regulation broken
among his neighbors.
a number from here and some visit
Mrs. Barrett Cotton of Rockland
ors from Lincolnville remained over
DENTIST
When your child tosses and cries vi-ited her mother Mrs. H. D. Post
for the whist party in the evening.
3(12 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
out in his sleep, it means he is not Sunday and Monday.
There were 14 tables in play, Mrs. A
comfortable. Very often the trouble
Friends are sorry for Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mae West of St Louis, Mo.,
139*60
I Perry winning highest score and
is that poisonous waste matter is not S E. Norwood in their misfortune,
consolation going to T. B. Noye„. writes: “I'm only 28 years old and
being carried off as it should be. the loss of their home by fire, which
These parties are very enjoyable and weighed' 170 lbs. until taking one
Bowels need help—mild, gentle help
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
—but effective. Just the kind Cas- occurred Monday morning.
the young folk (and some of the box of your Kruschen Salts just four
STEAMBOAT CO.
toria gives. Castoria is a pure vege
elder ones* enjoy dancing after the weeks ago. I noxv weigh 150 lbs I
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
also have more energy and further
table preparation made specially for
CLARK ISLAND
card games are over.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
more I’ve never had a hungry mo AM. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
children’s ailments. It contains no
Vlnalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
ment.”
harsh, harmful drugs, no narcotics.
Mrs. Leroy Jackson who has been
about S.30.
Don’t let your child’s rest—and your at Knox Hoenital for a surgical op
Fat folks should take one-half tea land
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
own—be interrupted. A prompt dose eration has returned to her home.
spoonful of Kruschen Salts, in a gltss Vlnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
of Castoria will urge stubborn little
of hot water in the morning before ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Golden and j
6 00 P M
bowels to act. Then relaxed comfort son Edward of Hartford, Conn , are ]
breakfast—it’s the SAFE, harmless j Island about
B H. STINSON. General Agent.
and restful sleep I Genuine Castoria occupying the rent at Albert Davis'
____________ l4O->»
way to reduce as tens of thousands of
always has the name:
men and women know.
store.
-WILLIAM
E. DORNAN *
See
your
dealer
or
For your health’s sake ask for and
Mrs. Edith Eayroutv is staying with
j her parents Mr . and Mrs. Albert
get Kruschen at David L. McCarty’s
& SON, Inc.
: Tdaker of Clark Island.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. or any drugstore—the cost for a bot
tle
that
lasts
four
weeks
is
but
a
trifle
Charles Simpson has been in very
G8!> MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
Cemetery Memorials
poor health but is now somewhat im Rear 456 Main St. Rockland, Maine
and if after the first bottle you are
ROCKLAND
Tel. 226
EAST UNION, MAINE
proved. He will move to Tenant’s
not
jojrfully
satisfied
with
resuMa
—
58-tf
OR IT 1 Harbor in the near future.
Portland Rendering Company, Mfrs.
l
<-tr
money back.
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One Grateful
Mother’s Tribute
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits come
aboard the steamer. Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry In
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmonton.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounted,
draws his gun In the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
ruffians. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
paltry.
CHAPTER
II.—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits in the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.

CHAPTER III.—Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in the care of Alan’s
fiancee, Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan Is alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
is thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him: then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She Is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage Is not definitely
certain.
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge.
one of Alan’s men, discovers in
MacMillan's fur shed a bale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
Haskell’sA'oolish orders to divide
the party, Alan fails to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.

CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is
Alan's active enemy and is trying to
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyce s
father from the charge resulting
from the obviously planted.* evid
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
condition that he Rigns a paper to
the effect that Haskell did not give
the order to split the expedition.
CHAPTER VI.—After making ar
rangements with IP'and old
Dad Perce to look aft' r .I»\ve’s
pafetv while she is ah re ar the
Ml»c?<ilbn nn«-t (her father
jailer’ at Fort Endirm "•< Alan
starts out a* the <•<»•*• ttV in a r ot-T rannp As the <’ • ••« nnrs m*’
rbn ,■>(• * r» » •' .•<’ from b.i'n, Joye«
is hearfs’-h f< r A'on

CHAPTER VII. CONTINUED

setting their boat to water, he
and the young Chlpewyan hurried
on to the great delta-mouth of the
Peace, where they eaught up with
a steamer going on to McMurray.
The young Indian wanted to turn
west to the Rockies and see the
Land of Ice Mountains. Giving
him the motor canoe and the out- ,
fit, Alan shook hands, said Kla- i
howva, and went aboard the boat.
In his cabin, with the steamer '
throbbing on toward Steel-End, j
Alan wondered what Joyce’s reac- !
tion would be if he should go to
her and frankly tell her that tragic i
incident in his life which had [
brought about his engagement to
Elizabeth.
Joyce would under- 1
stand his motive. She would no ;
longer think he’d acted of his own
free will. Perhaps if she knew
the truth, she might allow him to
resume their old intimacy. . . , But
Elizabeth, what of her? She was
waiting, waiting there at Endu
rance, for him to marry her. In
honor and faith he could not break
away now. That secret and pow
erful circumstance still bound him
and would bind him to her all his
life.
• •
•
•
• •
•
A half-mile up in the fleecy
clouds, up above the pretty city of
Edmonton, Mr. ’’Buzzard” Featherof was dropping out toy parachutes
carrying free cakes and printed
matter of the E-Z Kleen Soap and
Washing Powder Company, Ltd.
He was tired, stiff, hungry and
indescribably bored.
During the late war Buzzard had
knocked an assorted number of
Fokkers, Taubers and Albatrosses
out of the air; had come down
himself a couple of times rather
precipitately; and once, command
ing a five-plane circus, had brought
down a Super-Zeppelin in tli£
Channel after it had dropped its
“eggs” in cabbage patches around
darkened London.
Since his return to Canada, Buz
zard had taken a fling at aerial
map-making In British Columbia;
had worked a season with the Man
itoba Fire Prevention as a ‘‘smoke
hawk"; had bombed papier-mache
French chateaux down amid the
flowers and climate of Los Angeles.
Recently, tired of working for
other folk, he had rnked together
some money and bought a machine
of his own, which tie was now fly
ing.
It was a queer nameless con
traption, this monoplane of his—
an assemblage of piano wire, can
vas, spruce and iron, held together
by luck and Buzzard's wizardry at
fixing. It had originally been a
White Speedair with "Jenny” en
gine, but he had re-doped the fab
ric and put in a second-hand \\ hirlwlnd and equipped it with thirdhand under-gear of the float-wheel
tvpe, and overhauled it generally
till little of the original machine
remained. Only his warm friend
ship with the aviation inspector
kept 11 from being Junked- But

BYRON
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somehow—and tills ls~tlie rock-bot
tom test of any flying machine—
it hnd never yet come down before
Buzzard xvanted it to. And it did
have speed; anything lacking speed
would never have satisfied him.
Such as it was, it xvas his very
oxvn; and no mother was ever
prouder of a cross-eyed, snaggle
toothed ehild than Buzzard was of
his White Speedair.
He was, however, ambitious to
get a big new De Haviland, so that
lie could safely take up a girl down
in Kamloops and carry her along
with him on his airy path of life.
But with no advertising or big
company to back him, Buzzard bad
found ttiis free-lance work to be
tough sledding. Had found diffi
culty keeping up repairs on his old
machine, let alone getting a new
one. Jobs were sheer accidents.
Except for tlie faint possibility of
murdering some more grasshoppers
over near High Hat, the work he
xvas finishing this noon wns the last
thing in sight.
As he heaved overboard the last
of tlie E-Z Kleen Soap and printed
matter, and headed back for the
landing field, lie yawned ami
swore:
"The devil xxith this peace-time
stuff! Oh Lord. I wish they’d bring
on another unpleasantness.”
It xvas in some such frame of
mind, as he landed and crawled
out of the cockpit, that he saw a
tall lanky individual, in lace boots,
khaki trousers, jacket and gray
hat, get out of a waiting taxi and
saunter toxvard him.
The stranger, as he came up.
looked at the machine with that
peculiar respectful gaze of a per
son xvho has never floxvn in one.
Buzzard thought, “If that fellow
asks me to take him for a joy ride,
I’ll murder him with a monkeywrench 1” A moment later, as lie
got a closer look at that hard pur
posive face, lie decided: “No, he's
not that kind. Looks like some tim
ber duke. Maybe xvunts me to fly
him out to his limit. Thirty-dollar
job—danifixx ill1"
The stranger came on. “Hello.”
Buzzard ansxvered tartly, "Hello
yourself.”
The stranger paid no attention
to the brusque reply. Instead he
reached out his hand. It xvas a
good-looking hand, big, calloused,
fingers like iron bars.
"Name’s Baker.” he introduced
himself. • “Alan Baker.”
Buzzard partly thawed. This felloxv Baker looked to be somebody.
His slow smile was mighty fetch
ing: his clear intelligent eyes were
kindly, warm, friendly.
“Glad to know you, Baker,
Mine's Featherof—Janies Arbuthnot Featherof.”
“Good gracious! All that? But
what do people call you?"
They both grinned. "They call
me ‘Buzzard.’ Wear red helmet;
never flop my wings.’’
“ ’Buzzard’—that's more like. I
saw you sailing around up there
when I got off the train. Made
inquiries and hustled out here to

Dr.TruesElixir

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

s

Makes You Look
So Fresh, Young

Baker Jerked His Thumb at the
Plane—“Whose Is That?”

tlie field. Was on my way doxxm to
Winnipeg. Expected I'd have to go
doxvn there, or maybe to Calgary,
to find a machine aud a pilot.”
“Uh-huh.”
Baker jerked his thumb at the
plane—“Whose is that?"
“Looking at you. Belongs to me
and myself, Unlimited. Bought it
with cigarette coupons.”
Baker’s face brightened a little,
and now Buzzard noticed that this
hard-bitten man xvas deepl.x’ xvorried but was hiding his trouble and
talking with a jest on his lips.
“So that machine belongs to you.
Glad to hear that. Working on your
own hook, I suppose? That’s still
better. Say, Featherof, how long
are you booked up ahead?"
Buzzard had found it good policy
to lie. If he made out there was
a crushing demand for his serv
ices. Tt impressed people and got
him Jobs—sometimes.
"Oh, about two months," he said
carelessly. “All depends on how
much flying weather I get.”
Baker plucked a blade of grass
and chewed it meditatively. Finally
he asked: “Say, Featherof, you
couldn’t shake free for a couple or
three weeks, could you? Get sick,
or have to get married, or some
thing like that?”
Buzzard took thought as he
batted an eye. A couple or three
, . . Must be a good-sized
...........Might pay well. ... Oh
-n the pay! Always thinking of
.Getting commercial. . . .
might,” he answered. “DeWhat kina at thing do you

NORT TWARREN-

Don’t Get Up Nights

Don't Take
Chances/

RESTFUL SLEEP

for FRETFUL,

FEVERISH CHILD

MAINE
MADE

n
ORGANIC

Rockland Tallow Co.

CASTORIA
niliflHI

Lost 20 Lbs. of Fat

In Just 4 Weeks
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
1
❖
Whereas, Julius Leppanen of St i
George. In the County ot Knox and State I
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated , J
January 13th, 1926, and recorded In Knox I v
County Registry of Deeds, Book 208. ♦
WcdsMgov
Page 256, conveyed to the undersigned, i
*
Matti L. Toorpakka of South Thomaston.! 'f
in said County of Knox and State of I £
♦
— And The —
Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land. ’£
♦I
situated In said St. George and bounded ! T
and described as follows, to wit:
IJ
♦I
Beginning on the West side of the 2
.;. 1
road leading from Tenant's Harbor!...
♦
towards Thomaston, and at Samuel ■ .j,
❖
Hawkins Southerly line; thence Westerly <.a.a..*.a.a.a.a.a.a.a.a,a.
two hundred sixteen (2161 feet to land of I
Ellas J. Ranta; thence Southerly fiftyAgricultural
supper the girls have put on and all
four (54) feet to land of said Ranta:
A. K. Gardner, crops specialist of worked hard to make it a success.
thence Easterly one hundred (100) feet
Abnakis 4-H Club of Tenant’s Har
to the Town Road; thence Northeasterly the Extension Serviae, was in the
one hundred forty-five (145) feet by said county last week and met witii or- bor has two groups taking sewing and
road to place of beginning. See deed of
Charles A. Slingsby to said Ranta dated chardists in Hope and Union. All- the cooking and housekeeping proj
December 2. 1911, and recorded In Knox uay meetings were held. He discussed ects. The senior group elected as offi
Registry of Deeds. Book 167, Page 244
fertilizers, stressing the importance cers: President, Adele Hawkins; vice
Also another certain lot or parcel of
land together with the buildings thereon, of plenty of humus in the orchard president, Ruth Clark; secretary,
situated In said St. George and bounded and the use of lime. He also ex Jennie Leppanen; treasurer, Mar
and described as follows, to wit:
plained the work being done by the garet Marriott; cheer leader. Irene
Beginning at a stake and stones at the State Horticultural Society regarding Underwood; color bearer, Florence
shore of Long Cove, so called at land
of Samuel Hawkins; thence west north titglected trees It has been found Newhall; reporter, Jennie Wiley. Mrs.
west by land of the aforesaid Samuel that unsprayed trees within 150 yards Gertrude Hupper, assistant leader of
Hawkins about one hundred sixty (160, of an orchard may be a serious the club has charge of this senior
rods to land of Aaron H. Smalley;
thence South southwest by land of menace to the sprayed trees by group. Officers of the junior group
said Smalley and others about forty- breeding the apple fruit fly. During are: President, Geraldine Sprague; j
four (44) rods to stake and stones; the next few years more work will be vice president,Jennie Coolbroth; sec
thence East southeast about one hun
retary, Agnes Holgerson; treasurer,
dred sixty (160) rods to the shore of done on this pest as It is becoming
Margaret Pratt; cheer leader, Bea
said Long Cove; thence Northerly by said more troublesome each year.
shore about forty-four rods to the place
F. M. Payson and A. P. Allen in trice Barton; color bearer, Arlene
NEXT
of beginning. Said lot contains forty Hope are setting out 600 trees this Falla; reporter, Doris Wood. Mrs.
WHAT A DIFFERENCES
YOU WERE RIGHT ABOUT
Phil
q'
(40) acres, more or less. See deed from
WASHDAY
year,
the
stock
having
been
bought
Claribel
Andrews,
leader
of
the
club,
1 RINSO MAKES! I'VE NEVER
Ellen J. Kingsbury to Lucretia L. Sca^Rinjofora ,ong timc soIIfPh
*WelPhl -d
I
KNEW
YOUD
RINSO,
MRS.
WAITE.
I
NEVER
I
r
r
tena, dated March 3. 1880. recorded In in the Farm Bureau pool. McIntosh, works with the junior girls. A judgSEEN THE CLOTHES SO
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 59. Page Delicious, and Wealthy are the prin- ing contest on buttonholes is to be
LIKE IT. TRY
SAW SUCH THICK SUDS. AND
306. Being the same premises, except cipal varieties.
Unso will do. I started
I
held
on
April
21.
SNOW-WHITE BEFORE
* w.h my week’s wa$h cotA^*
IT FOR THE
ing one-half (Va) acre, more or less, sold
THEY
CERTAINLY
DO
MAKE
Wide Awake 4-H girls of Union
to Albert and Hannah Slingsby, as
The orchardists of Hope are con
2 Bureau scarfs
DISHES,
TOO
THE
CLOTHES
GLEAM!
5 table cloths
plan
to
hold
a
baked
bean
supper
at
shown by their two deeds.
sidering making home made lime
6 doilies
9 shirts
Excepting and reserving also lots sold
19 towels
I.O.O.F. hall tonight, the proceeds to
10 face cloths
by Elias J. Ranta, from the above de sulphur this year as the cost is con help buy the uniforms for the 18
6aprons
12
dish
towels
12 pillow cases
scribed premises, to Julius Pasanen. to siderable less than the commercial.
6 dresses
38 handkerchiefs
Alex Hendrickson and to P. W. Bardi.
6 sheets
H. B. Coose and E. N. Hobbs are in members.
10 men’s underwear
4 men’s pajamas
It Is estimated that the farm as now charge of the work.
Three contests for 4-H club girls
“And that
conveyed contains thirty-five (35) acres,
floors 3 times,"kan^d th
tbe "oodwork and pairs socks
County Agent Wentworth will are being carried on in the State this
more or less.
year
for
the
first
time.
Young
FarmAnd whereas, the conditions of said make calls next week in Nobleboro
mortgage have been broken,
and Whitefield on pasture improve- I er club girls enrolled in the sewing
1 think thaf. a r«ord
' W"'1the
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
In Nobleboro. , project are eligible to compete in a
of the conditions thereof I claim a fore ment co-operators.
it.
A
&±^"
S
°f'^f
b
^Ion
K
.|astin
e;
Bertram Ricker, Elmus Oliver and | county-wide sewing contest. The
closure of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine. March 30th, In Whitefield, George Hausen. Fred winner in each county will be eligible
1932.
Newsome and Hugo Sanderlin. are to attend the State 4-H Club camp
MATTI L. TOORPAKKA.
considering doing some fertilizing at Lewiston. The girl winning in the
Rockland. March 30th, 1932.
( State contest will receive a Singer
Personally appeared the above named this year.
Matti L. Toorpakka, and made oath that
A demonstration will be given April I sewinf? machine.
the foregoing foreclosure notice, by him
22 at F. M. Payson’s in Hope, on layAny
enfold in the senior sew
signed, is true.
Before me,
ing out an orc'.iard. Clesson Turner, ing 4-H club project for 1932 who has
GILFORD B. BUTLER
engineering specialist of the Exten completed two years of club work in
Justice of the Peace.
this project is eligible to compete in
_________
_
_____ 39-Th-45 sion Service will be present.
tributed to the program and short
CUSHING
| on a motorcycle. He found the roads
R. N. Atherton, marketing special a style dresis revue. Tire winner in
WALDOBORO
PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
speeches were made by W. A. Vannah,
the county will attend State Camp at
____
in many places in very bad condition.
Orono,
will
attend
the
meeting
of
ist,
Keene, New Hampshire
The frogs have begun their nightan*R±P’'
the blueberry growers' association in Lewiston Fair and compete in the
A telephone has been installed at County Deputy Lydia B. Morse, A. P.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
had their wood sawed at the the residence of Mrs. Beatrice Watts. Jackson, Mrs. Ruby Allen of Rock
South Hope,
April
14. —
An State contest, the winner of which ly concerts; soon th? trees will take : ens
Mortgage Loans ....................
ji
$1,607
.uui «33
k> i ,,
* ’ Thursday,
--------- ; * ’ —
•——
land and masters ol the guest granges,
stocks and Bonds .................. 607.582 78 j afternoon and evening meeting will will receive a trip to the National 4-H §e awakeleaV6S’
Capt. Willard Wade, who has been Virgil Morse, Jr., and Roland GenthH
D. L. Maloney is making good
club Congress in Chicago Nov. 25 to ;
Cash In Office and Bank ....
18 577 981 be held.
at
heme
several
months,
has
returned
Agents' Balances ...............
ner. Supper was served, the commit
’
' progress toward recovery.
She
2 211 24
Several orchardists are going to use Dec. 3 with all expenses paid.
Interest and Rents .............
tee, Mrs. Isadore Hoffses. Mrs. Lottie [
Any girl enrolled in the senior I Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Robinson have i ;valk.ecl to Mrs. II. J. Marshall’s one to Brooklyn.
4 769 501 Cynamide as a fertilizer in their orAll other Assets ...................
returned to their home after spend- da, the past week the third lime
Mrs. Annie Thompson, Mrs. Me Burnes, Mrs. Sarah Stafford, Mrs.

♦*

With the Extension Agents !

AcDwtratoiw

Moppy

by CAVoight-

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Does wonderful lot of
Mrs. Charlotte Hanwell of

------------ - chards this year. This material is cooking and housekeeping project for ing the winter in Rockland with Mr sin‘ce ller ipness
dora Perry, Miss Angela Perry and
Si • hi8'h ]imc
in nitrogen,
and contains
about 1932, who has completed two years
11 ,.029 971
Qrchard
whj<;h
i Mrs. Homer Marshall and Grace Miss Marcia Blaney have been re
of club work in this project is eligible j and Mrs. Charles Robishaw.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney saw Moran were dinner guests of Fdith cent Portland visitors.
Admitted ............................. $525,205 641 an acid content of Ph. 5 or less should to compete in the baking contest.
Miss Jessie L. Keene and Miss
liabilities dec. 31. 1931
’ use lime, as better results will be ob- Fach contestant will be required to three moose near their home one day Maloney recently.
|
-----------------Gretchen Waltz have returned to
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $71,988 39 tained from the trees if soil does not make baking powder biscuit and a the past week.
Gorham after passing the Easter re
Unearned Premiums.............
22 087 23 contain too much acid. Several tests plain two-egg cake. Tire county win
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of
FRIENDSHIP
All other Liabilities
cess at their homes here.
n.760 17 j should bo made in the orchards so ner will attend State camp at Lewis- Pleasant Point were at B. S. Geyer r
Cash Capital ........................... 300.000 00 |
*on and compete with girls from the Sunday.
Mrs. Anthony Castner has returned
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 119:369 85 that the exact acidity may be ob
H. J. Autio and son Wally were in
other
counties.
The
sum
of
$50
is
from Massachusetts.
tained. Farmers desiring informaMrs. William Hall suffered a severe Lewiston on business Friday.
being
divided
into
eight
prizes
for
this
Mrs. Beatrice Watts and her par
Total IJabUlUes^Bntl VEAZIE me5'205 64 t;on on te"linK should gc-t in touch
The smack Consolidated, Capt. ents Mr. and Mrs. Wilson of Thomas
group. The winner will be eligible attack of illness the last week.
with the County Agent, Rockland.
M. F. LOVEJOY. Mgr.
Rai.ph Holder has returned to Bos Dodge, left for Nova Scotia Sunday. ton, have moved into the Cudworth
to
attend
the
State
4-H
contest
at
Masonic Temple. Rockland
ton after several weeks snent at home
Grono in December.
42-Th-48
C. S. Ingham of Newburyport, house on Depot street.
With the Homes
The club meeting nearest to May with his parents Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Mass., spent the weekend on Morse
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery of Thom
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE COM
Eight Rockport women are plan 1st should be devoted to a health day Holder.
PANY OC AMERICA
aston is visiting her sister Mrs. Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames were in Island.
150 William Street, New York, N. Y.
ning to make improvements in their program.
Williams-Brazier Post, A.L., gave lard Wade.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
kitchens to save time and energy in
May 8 is Mother’s Day. Everv 4-H Thomaston Sunday to attend the fuMrs. Dorn H. Yorke, Miss Grace A.
Stocks and Bonds .................. $6,280 766 15 doing their hcusewoik. Following are club member should plan to invite hi$ I htral services of her father the late a successful minstrel show and dance Yorke and Miss Bessie Reed were in
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 207 320 38 the progressive home makers: Mrs. mother to a club meeting nearest Mark Crouse, who died after a long ir. Bossa's hall last Thursday. Kbit's
Rockland Saturday.
Agents’ Balances ........... ,....... 428 718 11 Ora Burns, Mrs. Maynard Ingraham.
that date. A number of clubs are illness. Mr. Crouse leaves his wife. Band furnished music for both ocBills Receivable ......................
7.156 77
Mrs. Samuel Waterman Ls with Mr.
Interest and Rents ................
78 530 09 Mrs. Louise S. Holbrook, Mrs. Leola p'annir.g special programs for their i formerly Bessie Jones of this town i casions. The interlocutor was Edwin and Mrs. Andrew Curry at the Water All other Assets ....................
2.462 79 T. Mann, Mrs. Cecil Ar.nis. Mrs. Ma- . mothers,
and several children, also two sisters, F. Lynch and those in the circle and
Mrs. Alwilda Davis of this town and the endmen were Orville Williams man homestead which they have rerion Richards, Mrs. Earline Davis and
Oross Assets ..........................$7,004,960.29 ..
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of Thomaston. Alton Foster, Percy Studley, Sher cently purchased.
Deduct items not admitted ....
57,107 56 Mrs- rd,ar Sntoles
Neighborly Night was observed
GLENMERE
Capt. Arthur Elliot and daughter wood, Williams,
------------- i Mrs. Ida Goss said at the coat mak„ . . , Percy Williams ' Monday at Meenahga Grange with
Barbara
of
Thomaston
were
at
their
Admltted
. .$fiW,858-731 ing meeting that it was worth her
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle of Attle
Charles Knights, William Stone. Progressive Grange of Winslow’s
Net Unpaid Lol^.. ^....? . $347,533 oo membership dollar to know how to boro, Mass., were weekend guests of cottage Sunday.
Stanley Cushing, William Gilchrist, Mills and Maple Grange of North
Arthur
Webster
of
Camden
was
in
Unearned Premiums ............. 2,670 904 84 ' make the new bound buttonhole.
Ralph Chesley, Arthur Stevens, Clif Waldoboro as guests. Mrs. A. P.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Winslow
Ail other Liabiiiues ............... 776,434 85
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra- Watt.
town to visit his sister Mrs. William ton Felt, Sa.vward Hall, Richard Jackson, Mrs. S. H. Weston, Mrs.
Cash Capital . ..........
1.000,000 00 1 Hnn will hold two coat makintr mppfMr. and Mrs. Charles Kelty mo Hall who has been ill the past few j Bucklin, Warren Everett, Kenneth Maude Clark Gay and Roy Mack conSurplus over ail Liabilities .. . 2,152.975 04 j .
’
two coat maxing meet
_________ mgs next week. Mrs. Leon Dodge is tored to Portland Saturday. They days, but who is now recovering.
: Fale.s and Irving Bickford. D.. A.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,947,852 73' in charge of the one at Edgecomb were accompanied by their daughter
Ralph Richards of Thomaston has | W. Peabody as the “Gal from Membeen
at
l
’
is
cottage
nearly
every
day
lnc'
1 ^Pril 20 Mrs- Blanche Johnston is Marion, who returned to Miiton.
j phis” was a decided hit, also tliMa“oJc T?m“eHolland
lea<ler at Burkettville April 22.
| sketch “The Barber’s Itch,” enacted
Mass., after spending a few weeks at the past week.
Fish
have
reached
the
old
time
42-TA-48 [ Up to March 15 nine communities her home here, ,
i by Dr. Peabody and George R. Huey.
price
of
five
cents
a
pound.
The
STAR insurance company of [ llava
reports in the Farm BuI After the minstrel show there was
Mrs. Walter Barter and Mrs. Ve
america
reau office. These communities are rona Miller spent Friday at Port carts are retailing them at that price. a skit, “Not on the Program," in
Mrs.
Harry
Young
is
reported
as
assets dec. 31. 1931
Aina, Burkettville, Camden, East Clyde guests of their sister Mrs
1 which Mrs. Percy Studley, Miss Ruth
gaining, but is remaining at the hos Pillsbury, Miss Isabelle Kirkpatrick,
Stocks and Bonds .................. $4 583.463 82 Union, Hope. Montsweag, Nobleboro, Arthur Davis.
Cash In Office and Bank
3a5.30l I® Sheepscott, and Union.
pital where she was operated on a few Thomas Sweeney, Sayward Hall ar.d
Mrs. Byron Davis is visiting her weeks ago.
Agents Balances .................... 440.319 66
Bills Receivable ......................
1.547 61 ;
. • • .
daughter Mrs. Chauncey Keene in
Mr. and Mrs. William Morse, who Charles Starrett took part. Alfred
Interest and Rents ................
43.683 10 ;
Ncws of 4-H Clubs
Rockland. Mr. Davis also spent the are passing the winter with their H. Morton, Fred Young and B. B.
All other Assets ....................
11.574 00
Friendship Sunshine Workers had weekend with the Keenes.
daughter Mrs. Stokes in Reading, Jameson, local members of the Post,
Gross Assets ........................$5,390,883 37 a baked bean supper Saturday. April
Miss Thelma Miller has returned Mass., are planning to start for home were in charge of arrangements.
Deduct Items not admitted .... 205.S41 24
9 and made $10.85. This money goes home from Port Clyde having spent April 16.
Admitted ............................. $5,185,048 13 into the club treasury to be used for the past two weeks with her aunt,
Mrs. Hattie Ames is now in Mew
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
j expenses throughout the year. The Mrs. Arthur Davis.
Hampshire visiting relatives, and will your awnings now—help create em
SneaVnepdal prams'“ committee m charge comprised Eieacome to her home here in a few days. ployment and save money at the
Congress has passed a new law
AU other Liabilities ............. 937.967 43 nor Pottle, Pauline Starrett .Mary
Tlie assessors have made their an same time. This is a local concern
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00 Packard, Marjorie Simmons. Ava against kidnapping. It is believed nual calls for this year.
all year round service.! Rockland
Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 893.681 57 Wallace. Annie Wallace and leaders, j that this will compel all kidnappers
Oakley Ames has been entertaining Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,185,048 13 Mrs. Florence P. Hahn and Mrs to quit business and go back to boot- a young man friend from Hartford, Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
ROBERTS & VEAZIE Inc.
Madelyn Thompson. This is the first | legging.—San Diego Union.
who arrived Sunday making the trip
21-23
Gross Assets ....
Deduct Items not admitted ....

Francena Sprague and Miss Fdith
Lcvensaler. The efficient waitresses
were Mrs. Nan Weston, Miss Dorothy
Lovejoy, and Miss Frances Crowell,
A social hour followed with games.
and music furnished by an orchestra
from the several granges. There were
90 members and guests present.

1
:
1
j
I
!
j

-

The best
money
can buy

SIGNING! ON
The new rates and time table of
the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef
fective April 11 are: Planes leave
Rockland 8 a. m.; 12 noon and 4 p. m.
Rates: Rockland to Vlnalhaven or 1
North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3.00,
special trip, $12.00; Rockland to Ston □
ington, $3.00. round trio $5.00, special
HOP FLAVORED
$15.00: Vlnalhaven and North Ha
ven to Stonington, $200, round trip
$3 00. special $15 00; North Haven to
I vinalhaven, $2.09, round trip. $3.00,
miuy
| special $12.00. Round trips must be
made the same day. Sailings are on
|’
DOtjj NOT DlGt *
standard time.
44-46

i

UiudiwiAti,
MALT Sfl®

• Japan wants the world to believe
that she isn’t fighting any war but
is winning all the battles.—Arizona
Producer.

SI. LOU IS. MO U -___— /

lvidends- • •

M. F. LOVEJOY. Mgr.
Masonic Temple, Rockland
_____________________________ 42-Th-48

Children
don’t know
that they must eat to grow, but
you, as a parent, are respon
sible for seeing that they eat
properly. If your child has no
appetite, is listless and sluggish,
the need of a strengthening, ap
petizing tonic is indicated, one
that will, build up the body and
that will also stimulate the bile
flow properly.
Try Baxter's Bitters, the fa
mous old family remedy. Rec
ommended in cases of constipa
tion, dyspepsia, biliousness, and
indigestion. Only thirty cents
at your druggist’s. For adults,
too.

BAXTER’S
BITTERS

./ times earned
When your banker or a bond salesman or a

stockholder or an employe advises you to pur

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS
INSURANCE
PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
U. S. Branch of the
COMPANY’
EMPLOYERS
’ LIABILITY ASSURANCE
Concord. N. H.
CORPORATION, LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Collateral Loans .................. $54,612 50
of London, England
Stocks and Bonds ................. 501.336 40
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Cash In Office and Bank ......
11.398 68
Agents’ Balances ....................
28.456 76
Interest and Rents ...............
1.323 27 Real Estate ............................. $4,960 560 38
‘Stocks and Bonds ................. 24,510 544 00
.. $597,127 61 Cash in Office and Bank ....... 416,631 23
Gross
196.859 38 Agents’ Balances .....................
96,859 22
.. $400,268 23 Premiums in course of col
lection ......
4.858.557 08
LIABILITIES DEC.
. 1931
$8 134 96 Interest and Rents ................ 305.599 75
. Net Unpaid Losses ..........
168 882 06 All other Assets ..................... 414,889 55
Unearned Premiums .......
3.468 02
i All other Liabilities .........
110.950 00
Gross Assets ...................... $35,563,641 21
.. 108 833 19
Deduct items not admitted .... 736.233.05
I Total Liabilities and Surplus $400 268 23
Admitted ............................$34,827,408 16
THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
150 William Street. New York, N. Y.
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $15,951 766 00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................$6,539,846 25 Unearned Premiums ............. 9.547.219 28
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 135,878 52 All other Liabilities ............. 2.539.972 84
Agents’ Balances .................. 418,099 17 Statutory Deposit ................. 350.000 00
13.280 24
Bills Receivable ..................
82.680 37 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6.438,450 04
Interest and Rents .............
7.580 94
All other Assets ..................
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus .................................... $34,827,408 16
Gross Assets ..........
$7,197,365 49
Deduct items not admitted ....
65.698 60
‘ The National Convention of Insur
ance Commissioner valuations hnve
Admitted .............................$7,131,666 89 been used to determine the market value
IJABIIITIES DEC. 31. 1931
of securities.
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $361,844 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.592.756 43
All other Liabilities ............... 833,097 05
THE LONDON & LANCASHIRE INS.
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
COMPANY., LTD.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,343.969 41
of London, England
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,131,666 89
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Stocks and Bonds ................... $6,864,416 64
Quincy. Massachusetts
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 762,426 44
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................. $167,279 97 Agents’ Balances ..................... 797,677 08
Mortgage Loans ......................
2,800 00 Interest and Rents ................
74,871 41
Stocks and Bonds ................... 1,929,848 00 All other Assets .......................
40,080 62
Cash in Office and Bank ......
41,196 61
Agents’ Balances ....................
92,325 23
Gross Assets .........................$8,539,472 19
Interest and Rents ...............
22.049 58
All other Assets ......................
282 20 Deduct items not admitted .... 182,440 91
Gross Assets ........................$2,255,781 59

Admitted .............................$2,255,781
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $25,283
Unearned Premiums .............. 730.209
All other Liabilities .............
14,698
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,485.589

59

82
44
58
75

Admitted ..............................$8,357,031
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $306,793
Unearned Premiums .............. 3.730.574
All other Liabilities ................ 1.248.251
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.071.407

28
00
31
94
03

Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,255,781 59 Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,357,031 28

THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE
INSURANCE CO., LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931

Real Estate ............................. $642,979
Mortgage Loans ..................... 357.246
Stocks and Bonds ..................15.990.853
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 1.696,604
Agents’ Balances ................... 1.951.145
Bills Receivable ......................
22.557
Interest and Rents ................ 172.462
All other Assets ..................... 128.172

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................. $16,560 16
Mortgage Loans ...................... 746 750 00
Stocks and Bonds ................. 17.052.884 00
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1,519.067 02
Agents’ Balances ................... 929 089 58
Bills Receivable ......................
19.549 23
Interest and Rents ............... 173,196 00
All other Assets .....................
37,766 40

63
48
82
73
98
12
88
Gross Assets ...................... $20,494,862 39
52 Deduct items not admitted .. .
172.02219

Admitted Assets ............... $20,322,840 20
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $789,851 97
Admitted ..................... $20,455,893 46 Unearned Premiums .............. 6,594,771 42
All other Liabilities .............. 2.076.784 13
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Cash Capital ........................... 2.000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 8.861.432 68
Net Unpaid Losses ..................$1,385,028 11
Unearned Premiums ...............10.891.336 39 Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ...............................
$20,322,840 20
All other Liabilities ................ 4.152.867 48
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4.026,661 57
AfTNA INSURANCE COMPANY
Total Liabilities and Sur
Hartford, Conn.
plus .................................... $20,455,893 46 On the 31st day of December, 1931, made
to the State of Maine
Incorporated 1819.
FIDELITY-PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE
Commenced Business 1819
RALPH B. IVES. President
COMPANY OF NEW’ YORK
J R STEWART. Secretary
Capital Paid up in Cash, $7,500,000
80 Maiden Lane, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Real Estate ... ......................... $1,035,000 00
Stocks
and
Bonds ...................48 088 0 ?0 35
Real Estate ............................. $1,738,102 21 Cash In Office
and Bank ...... 1,853,337 19
Stocks and Bonds ................58.953.326 00 Agents’ Balances ..................... 2,681,427 20
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 2.146.501 37 Accrued Interest .................... 178,253 92
Receivable ...................... 104.766 29
Agents’ Balances ..................... 2,294,740 i8 Bills
Other admitted Assets ..........
18 278 63
Bills Receivable ....................... 699,852 23
Total Assets ...................... $53,959,123 58
Interest and Rents ................ 176,384 04
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ...................... $66,008,906 03 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $2,853,094 70
Deduct Items not admitted .... 455.246 26 Unearned Premiums ..............21,137,324 57
Reserve for Dividends ............ 375,000 00
Admitted ........................... $65,553,659 77 All other Liabilities ............... 895.000 00
Reserve for Conflagrations .... 3.000,000 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Reserve for Contingencies .... 750,000 00
To adjust security holdings
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $2,481,016 83
to true value ...................... 3,019.030 00
Unearned Premiums .............. 20.095.632 56 Capital ........
7.500.000 00
Surplus
over all Liabilities 14.423.704 31
All other Liabilities ................ 15,982.269 41
Cash Capital ............................13.859.299 38
Aggregate, Including Capi
Surplus over all Liabilities ....13,135,441 59
tal and Surplus ............. $53,959,123 58
Surplus tor Policy-Holders. $21,929,704 31
Total Liabilities and Sur
Losses Paid In 113 Years .. . 345.943.847 24
plus .................................... $65,553,659 77
45-Tli-al
Gross Assets ...................... $20,962,023 16
Deduct items not admitted .... 506.129 70

chase the Preferred Stock $6 Dividend Series of
Central Maine Power Company they KNOW the
earnings statement back them up in their asser

tion that it is an exceptionally SAFE investment
and that the Company is in an exceptionally

STRONG FINANCIAL POSITION.

Take, for Example, the Company’s Earnings
for the 12 Months Ended February 29, 1932
The Company took in during the 12 months,
from the sale of electric energy and gas, over
seven million four hundred thousand dollars.
It set up nearly a MILLION DOLLARS either
for REPLACING property that was worn out
or to put aside as a RESERVE for this purpose.

Its other operating expenses, including
TAXES paid to the Federal government, state
and municipal, money paid in WAGES,
amounted to nearly THREE MILLION
DOLLARS.

The Company paid for the use of borrowed
money through bonds outstanding and as
guaranteed dividends on stock of subsidiary
companies, a million and a third dollars.
That left a remainder, after all bills were

paid, of NET INCOME, available for dividends
on the Company's Preferred Stock of over
two million two hundred thousand dollars
OVER 1.7 TIMES ITS PREFERRED STOCK
DIVIDEND REQUIREMENTS.

For 26 years—during all kinds of busi
ness ups and downs—Central Maine Power
Company has always EARNED enough to
pay its obligations anil to have a substantial
sum left over as a SURPLUS.

Isn’t this past dividend record and your
own knowledge of the necessity of electric
light and power, all the ASSURANCE you
need that you are investing for SAFETY and
YIELD when you invest your savings in the
Preferred Stock $6 Dividend Series of Cen
tral Maine Power Company?

26 YEARS OF CONSECUTIVE DIVIDENDS

CENTR
POWt

AINE
OMPAMY

i George Washington," have been made: London. Conn., was the overnight
, Elizabeth Woodcock, junior, first guest of his mother Mrs. Ellen Barry.
prize, $5: Grace Miller, senior, second
Tlie Federated Church will resume prize, $3; Florence Whitehill, junior, Main street Thursday of last week
holding services in the Congrega third prize. $2. Honorable mention and returned to University of Maine
Friday.
tional Church next Sunday.
is made of Janice Pillsbury, senior;
Heibcrt Linnell of Rockland visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Keyes are ar Hazel Harrison, junior; Lucille
ranging to have their house put in Dolliver and Esther Harjula, sopho his grandmother Mrs. Herbert R. Lin
order, including a new heater, for mores; Eloise Dunn and Charles nell, Main street. Sunday.
Miss Agnes Hanley was the dinner
occunpancy by ex-Warden Charles E. Spear, freshmen. The papers as a
guest Saturday of Mrs. Roscoe Ingra
Linscott, May 12.
whole were found excellent. The
Mr. Wardwell of Augusta is expect judges were Miss Alice George. Mrs ham. Pine street.
Miss Hortense Wilson who has been
ed to arrive with his family Satur Margaret Mason and Miss Harriet
day to occupy the tenement in Wil F.urgess. The Auxiliary of Williams- the guest of her sister Miss Edith
liam Gilchrest's house, West Main Brasier Pest sponsored the contest Wilson in Malden, Mass., has re
turned home.
street.
and desire to express their apprecia
Miss Rachel Stetson is visiting p
Sidney Counce who has been tion of the co-operation of the faculty
visiting relatives and friends in town and the students. The Auxiliary are the home of her grandfather Leonard
and vicinity returned Thursday to to be commended for their part in 0. Stetson. Gleason street.
The Sunday morning service at the
North Anson.
a movement which has surely quick
Rev. John Fitzpatrick of Stoning ened interest in our great national Baptist Church will embrace text" j
ton was the guest of Rev. H. F Leach character. Miss Woodcock's essay from the 51st Psalm throughout;
at the Community Brotherhood has been entered in the district con anthem, "Love Not the World.” i"A
broken and a contrite heart") Sir ArTuesday evening and also over night, test.
hur Sullivan; quartet. "Turn T*''
going on with Mr. Leach and Mrs.
Services at the Church of St. John Face From Mv Sins." Sir Arthur Sul
Evelyn Snow to Waterville to attend the Baotist for thc third Sundaythe Methodist Conference.
after Ea’ster will be, Choral Eucharist livan; response. "Blot Out Mv Trans
Mrs. Clarence Benner is spending at 9 a. m.; evensong and sermon at gressions;" organ and oiano offertory.
the week with Mrs. John Hewett.
7 p. m. Friday of this week. Holy Aus dem 51st Psalm," August KlugMr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson who Eucharist at 8 a. m.. Litany at 7 p. m hardt, Mrs. Amy Tripp and Mis'
came to attend the funeral of Mark Saturday, preparation for Holy Com Irene Young. At the evening service
the junior choir will lead the singing
B. Crouse returned Wednesday to munion at 7.30 p. m.
of goe-ael hymns and a boys' chorus
Lynn, Mass.
Sanford Hyler who has been at
Wallace Parker motored to Thom work in Boothbay Harbor is at home will sing. “I'll Go Where You Want
Me To Go."
aston Saturday and returned to for an indefinite stay.
Mr. and Mrs. George Baum and
Marblehead, Mass., with hic wife and
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot mo
daughter Nathalie who have been tored to Be ston Tuesday to convey three children of Clark Island were
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al their daughter Barbara upon her re weekend guests of Mrs. Baum's aunt,
Mrs. William H. Hanley. Pine street.
pheus Jones.
turn to Wellesley College. They left
Mrs. Charles C. Wotton of Rock
The regular meeting of Williams- home at 4 30 a. m. arriving in Boston
Brazier Post Auxiliary will be held at at 10, and made the return in the land was the guest of Mrs. Donald P
Whitney Monday.
the Legion rooms Friday at 7 p. m.
afternoon reaching home at 7.30 p. m.
Miss Orpha Killeran who was called
Loring Orff is having his house having traveled 410 miles.
home by the death of her mother
connected with the sewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew’ Wilson and Mrs. Herman L. Killeran has returned
Peter Hilt is spending the week in
Portland with his daughter Miss daughter Mrs. Beatrice Watts who to her w’ork at the Goodwill Farm
have been living on Dunn street have School in Hinckley .
Edna Hilt.
Arthui McDonald of New York city
Mrs. Oliver F. Cushing and chil removed to Waldoboro.
The Bi-centennial Bazaar of Grace arrived Monday noon, called by the
dren Marjorie and Jean returned
Wednesday from a five weeks' visit Chapter. O.E.S. Circle will be held death of his sister Miss Margaret
with relatives in Jamaica Plain. Mass. the afternoon and evening of April McDonald.
Thc
Community
Brotherhood
Mrs. Judson Crouse, Mrs. Alice 20 in the Masonic banquet hall.
Mrs. Harriet P. Whitney had the closed its season with a ladies' nighr
Johnson, Mrs. Lewis Johnson and
Miss Hilda Foster, all of Rockland, Rug Club at dinner Wednesday eve Tuesday evening. Fifty attended and
were recent guests of Mrs. Perlev ning at her home on Main street. enjoyed a social time at the ban
Her guests were Mrs. Ailyne W' quet hcur. appreciating fully the ap
Hall.
Miss Christine Frank who has been Peabody. Mrs. Donald P. Whitney and petizing menu. After the banquet
end cigars, Arthur W. Hatch gave an
the guest of Mrs. Russell Davis for Mrs. oiiver Hahn.
Miss Marian E. Starrett entertained interesting talk on "Wooden Ships
two davs has returned to Rockland.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn mo Mrs. J. Walter Strout. Mrs. Alfred M and Iron Men." As inspiration he
tored to Boston Mondav for the week. Strout and Dr. Ethel Crie at dinner had at his side a handsome and com
Benjamin Smalley Jr., is very ill of at her heme on Main street Monday plete model of the old “Constitution."
whose history is well known to every
pneumonia at the home cn Greer, evening.
John Creighton was at home from choo'boy. Mr. Hatch spoke without
street.
notes, but had names, dates and facts
Awards in the prize contest in the Bowdoin College over the weekend.
Stephen Barry who has been re-1 at his command to a remarkable exThomaston High School for essays
on "The Life and Character of ceiving surgical treatment in New tent. He was given a full round of

THOMASTON

AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
80 Maiden Lane, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ................$11,598,172 or
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents

Gross Assets ...................... $13,093,565 0C
63 172 10
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted ...........................$13,030,392 90
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Nut Unpaid Losses .................. $669,533 13

TT»tpnrv>....

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 14, 1932
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£4

All other Liabilities
2.040.227 00
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4.510.07G^1
13
Total Liabilities and Surplus
......... A...
.13.030.392 90

NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO.
OE UIERIC A
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
I 461.500 00
Mortgage Lo^ns
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Offire and Bank ..... 1 943 039
Agents’ Balances .............. .... 2 398.075
Interest and Rents ..........
88 232
All other Assets ..................
97.516

Deduct items not admitted ....

173,191 03

Admitted
............................$9,277,617
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Admitted .......................... $21.040 006 36 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $601,160
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums ............. 2,999.002
Net Unpaid Losses ................... 900.140 00 All other Liabilities ............. 1.723 524
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000
TT»Npnr-vprj Pre««N<nrrm
................... p 4R0.9P? 40
All other Liabilities ................ 5.289.113 09 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 2.9-3 -30
Capital ......
... anno ooo o.i
Surplus over all Liabilities... 2 279.770 87 Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,277,617

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus .....................................$21 040.006 37
DORCHESTER Ml'TVAL FIRE INSUR
ANCE COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Mortgage Loans ..................... $152 300 00
Stocks and Bonds ...............
256 836 19
Cash in Office and Bank
114 800 17
Agents' Balances .................
22 731 59
Bills Receivable .....................
1 870 53
Interest and Rents .............
2 376 29
Admitted .............. .........
LIABILITIES DEC 3
Net Unpaid Losses .............
Vnearnerl Prem’ums
All other Liabilities .......
Surplus over all Liabilities

Four

30 |
00
38
08
00
84

30

Gross Assets ............................ $524 850 63 I on the basis adopted by the National
97 396 93 Convention of Insurance Commission
Deduct items not admitted
ers.
Admitted .............. ............. 427.453 70 '
t Deduction from Surplus to adjust
security
bolding to true value December
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1931
31. 1931 in accordance with formula of
Net Unpaid Losses ....... . ....... $12,502 99 Connecticut Insurance Department.
275.650 03
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities ............
8.906 55 -GREAT*.AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
of New York
Surplus over all Liabilities
130.39i 13 i
The securities in this statement have
Total Liabilities and Surplus $427,433 70 been extended at values approved by ae
National Convention of Insurance Com
missioners.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ....?............. $48 328.830 79
Cash in Office and Bank ..... 945.795 79
Agents’ Balances ..................... 3.010.330 92
Bills Receivable ...................... 108 963 79
Interest and Rents ................. 266.629 15
All other Assets ...................... 150.149 14

Protection

Gross Assets .................... $52,810,699 58
Deduct ltem3 not admitted . .. 1.742 019 11

$51 068.680 4Admitted ............
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses .................$2 230.353 11
Unearned Premiums ............. 17,143.312 26
All other Liabilities ............. 5 328.064 43
Cash Capital .......................... 16 300.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ...10.056,950 67

$551 Ool 77 j
$551 .004
1931
$10 620
1C3 92 ,
5 077
340 .480

77
RO
77 1
14 !
06 1

RELIABLE

!

Dependable Information Cheerfully Given

Gross Assets .......................$46,797,887 41
Deduct items not admitted .... 4 728.626 31

On Any Insurance Problem

Gross Assets ...................... $6,683,993 03
Deduct items not admitted .
91.229 27

Admitted
..........................$42,069 2BI 10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
i Net Unpaid Losses .................$5,658,227 73
I Unearned Premiums ............. 10.5a2.o43
All other Liabilities ............... 2.169.135 72
Cash Capital ............................i soon non no
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 8.689.253 93

76

88
28
01
00
59

Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,592,763 76
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
London, England
United States Branrh 95 Maiden Lane, .
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ...................$4,540,508 03
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 104.385 29
Agents' Balances ..................... 499.311 17
Bills Receivable .................
618 57
Interest and Rents ..........
38 160 60
All other Assets ..................
3.770 17 ;

Gross Assets ...................... $5,186,753 83
Deduct items not admitted . 361 381 24
Admitted ....................... -..... $4,825,372
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $394,462
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.732 143
All other Liabilities ............. 126 731
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.572 034

Total Liabilities and Surplus ................................... $51,068,680 47
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY "
New York, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................. $334 326 32
Mortgage Loans ...................... 442.350
Collateral Loans ................... 2.735.046 60
Stocks and Bonds ................... 34,847.454 27
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 825.274 43
Agents’ Balances ..................... 3.565,381 44
Interest and Rents ............... 238.796 93
All other Assets ..................... 3.809.256 51

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Total Liabilities and Surplus» $551 .004 771
EQUITABLE FIRE At MARINE INSUR
ANCE COMPANY
Providence. R. I.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Mortgage Loans .......................
?2 000 00
Stocks and Bonds ................. 5,392 712 00 ;
Cash ln Office and Bank
827.991 30
Agents* Balances .................. 39P.0W 43
Interest and Rents .................
51.883 30
All other Assets .....................
11.405 91 !

Admitted Assets ..................$6,592,763
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $158,864
Unearned Premiums .............. 1,318 954
AH other Liabilities .............. 675.102
Cash Capital
1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.439.842

i (he beautiful found expression in the

lovely flowers which she raised and
| surrounded herself with.
Her vivid personality, her courage,
her gallant spirit in meeting suffer
ing. will remain with those who knew
and loved Margaret McDonald, a
precious and enduring memory.
She is survived by three brothers.
Charles C.. Arthur E.. and Henry E.
McDonald; two aunts, Mrs. Adelaide
Hnnly and Mrs. Annie Murphy, and
two uncles. Angus McDonald and
Alexander M. Mavo. Funeral/services
conducted by Rev. Joseph W. Strout
of Millbridge. are to b? held this
Thursday afternoon at 2 at the home .
on Main street. Tlie bearers will tv
♦ • • •
Fred Hinckley. Harry Stewart. Ray
mond Suear,. Bowdoin Grafton
Miss Margaret McDonald
Oluyas Williams a:id Lewis Sturtc- 1
The death of Margaret McDonald
April 11 brought deep sorrow, not vant.
only to her immediate family but to
the entire community where she was
WARREN
widelv known and loved The daugh- j Dr. Forrest Bangs, who was operat
ter of the late Donald N. and Evelyn ' ed upon Mondav of last week at the
H. (Mayo) McDonald, she was born ! Mr achusetts Hospital for appendi
May 20. 1898 in Thomaston, where 1 citis, is reported to be doing well.
she had since resided. Her life had
Mrs. Grace Wyllie and son Robert
of necessity been...quiet
sheltered i were guests of Mrs. A. J. Nichols in
____ and
„ from
owing to severe illnesses
which | Roc(J?d Mondav ^no™. Mrs.
she had suffered at times since 1914 Wyllie also had a pleasant chat with
but she was gifted w’ith such brilliant her brother Chvcn Lermond and Mrs
mentality and magnetic personality Lermond who had just returned from
»hpt no affliction could quench her
indomitable spirit, and from early the winter's stay at their home at
girlnood sne had been an outstanding Sarasota. Fla.
Mrs. Fred Miller and son Bowdoin
force in the town. Unable to partici
pate in sports, she was an enthusias have both been ill with grippe.
William Lawry is suffering from
tic follower of all local activities in
which the young peoole were engaged the effects of a recent fall on some
Her interests w’ere boundless. She steps at his home.
Rev. H. I. Holt of the Congrega
loved her town and everything con
nected with it. No affair, did it con tional Church will have as his Sun
cern this community, lacked interest dav morning subject, "The Growing
for her and no one ever appealed to Man." At 7 in the evening the sec
her in vain for help. As a member ond of a series of lectures on astrono
of the Congregational parish she my will be given. "Beyond the Sun.”
At the Baptist Church Sunday
was helpful in church affairs, as well
as in all civic activities when hei morning the sermon will be on. “My
health permitted. Although obliged Church: What does it mean to me?"
to leave high school during her fresh Sunday school at noon and the Red
man vear. her keen mind grasped and and Green contest continued: Chris
assimilated knowledge and facts so tian Endeavor at 6; opening service
readily that her education was broad of praise at 7 and topic for the eve
er and deeper than nutny with great ning. "My Church: What should it
mean to others?" Last Sundav thc
er strength and opportunities.
Warm hearted and sympathetic to Red side, captained by Lewis Robina degree, she was especially interest -on, was ahead of the Green.
There will be a rehearsal of the
ed in the pupils of the high school
who year after year came to her home officers of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.. Fri
in numbers, bringing their joys and day evening to prepare for charter
problems, always sure of her interest members' night which will occur the
and understanding. She was domes evening of May 6. The presiding offi
tic in her tastes and devoted to her cers are urged to be present.
Ralph Spear is painting at the
home and family, while her love of
heme of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.
J. S. MacDonald is recovering from
a severe attack of grippe.
JETXA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
IMPERIAL ASSURANCE CO.
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
Accident and l iability Department
Miss Edna F. Beggs and Mrs. Flla
New York, New York
New York. N. Y.
Hartford, Connecticut
Cunningham are in Portland today,
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Thursday. The former will be over
Stocks and Bonds ...................$3,591,020 50 Stocks and Bonds .................. $8,199,025 67
$680,378 05 night guest there of her sister Mrs.
Cash in Office and Bank .... 271.122 20 Cash ln Office and Bank...... 467 154 29 Real Estate ................. -.......
Agents’ Balances .................. 201.731 01 Agents' Balances ...................... 1.451.180 49 Mortgage Loans .... •.............. 3.061,409 82 William Morrisson returning Friday
Interest and Rents ...............
43.756 41 Interest and Rents ................
54.253 85 •Stocks and Bonds (Mar
ket Value) ...... '................. 32,135.210 51 afternoon. Mrs. Cunningham will
All other Assets ..................
1.329 95 | An other Assets ...................... 399.759 64
Cash in Office and Bank .... 1.173,994 01 remain for Thursday only.
Agents'
Balances ................. 6.308.441 71
Gross Assets ........................$4,108,960 07
Gross Assets ........................$10,571,373 94
The no-school signal was rung
139.939 16
Deduct items not admitted ....
77.098 29 Deduct items not admitted .
942.303 57 Bills Receivable
479.245 71 Tue. day morning at 7.30 because of
Interest and Rents
342.283 50 thc heavy rain.
Dept
Admitted
............................$4,031,851 /8j A'"nUABILITIES DEC. 3! wT075 ” I A!1 A &AsL.“U
' 'LlfC
395733 822 39
One of the S. A Watts' gas pumps
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $119.800 00 Net Unpaid Losses ............... $4,154,281 00
Gross Assets .................... $440,054,730 16 was wrecked Sunday night.
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.235.800 98 Unearned Premiums .............. 2.929.111 68 i Deduct items not admitted 2.105.655 81
Elwin Starrett has had the tcleAll other Liabilities ............... 995.149 17 All other Liabilities ................ 477.000 00
------------------- ohone installed at his father's home,
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00 Cash Capital ............................. 1.250.000 00
Admitted ........................ $437,949,074 35 number 10-13.
Surplus over all Liabilities... 681,111 03 Surplus over all Liabilities... 818.682 49 j
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins of
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4 031.861 78 | Totaj Liabilities and Surplus $9,629 075 37
Unpaid Losses ............. $18,953,109 76 South Union were overnight guests
11.460.387
49
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL TIRE INSUR- Unearned Premiums
Depreciation Reserve ........
500.000 00 Saturday of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Wildej
THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
ANCE COMPANY
• Security Depreciation Re
Moore.
Andover, Massachusetts
1600 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
serve ...................................
199,694 30
Fred Moore of Rockland visited
AS8ETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
A. & L Dept............... 1.917.753 62
Warren friends Sunday.
$300 00 All other Liabilities. Life
Stocks and Bonds .................$8,042,477 75 Real Estate ...............................
Miss Helen Batchelder, who has
Dept..................................... 375.842 748 24
Cash in Office and Bank
737.565 67 Mortgage Loans ........................ 107.692 <6
596.005 61 Stocks and Bonds .................... 267.451 18 i Cash Capital ...................... 15.000.000 00 been at home with her parents Mr.
Agents' Balances ............
Bills Receivable ..............
8 851 26 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 107.306 10 I Surplus over all Liabilities 14,075.380 94 and Mrs. Henry Batchelder the past
39,525 94 ;
61.331 97 Agents' Balances ......................
Interest and Rents .......
week returned Wednesday to the
4.576 07 Interest and Rents .................... 2.524 95 Total Liabilities and Sur
All other Assets .............
All other Assets ........................
50 00
plus ...................................$437,949,074 3’ Massachusetts State Infirmary at
. • Stocks and Bonds have been valued Tewksbury, where she is in training.
Gross Assets ........................$9,450,808 33

Gross Assets .................. $25,498 799
Deduct items not admitted . .. 4.458.792 79

Gross Assets ......................

applause at the close of his talk. It
was during Gen. Knox's term of office
as first Secretary of War and Navy
that the Constitution was built. “I
know of no other one thing,” said
Mr. Hatch, "that did so much to es
tablish the liberty and privileges we
enjoy today for which Gen. Knox
fought, as did this immortal vessel,
the United States Constitution."
Tne banquet was prepared by Mrs
R. O. Elliot, Mrs. William Hastings.
Mrs. John Hewett and Mrs. Chf.rles
Shorey. Those who served were Mrs.
Mary Jones, Mrs. Marian Grafton
and Misses Jessie Crawford. Helen
Studlev, June Henry. Alice Tuttle and
Harriet Williams.

59

94
48
22
95 i

Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,825,372 59 I

ARTHUR L. ORNE, Inc.
THE AGENCY OF SERVICE

I

TEL. 819

ROCKLAND

1

417 MAIN ST.
45

j
!

Total Liabilities and Sur$42,069,241 10
plus
TIIE PALATINE INSURANCE CO., LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ................... $3,509,274 34
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 237.379 55
Agents’ Balances ................... 216,105 53
Bills Receivable .......................
l.ov do
Interest and Rents ...............
38 201 00
All other Assets .....................
11.723 58

In Everybody’s Column

These

Lynn Range Burner
Products
Available Through

A. C. McLoon & Co.
Lynn Distributors
RANGE BURNERS
FURNACE BURNERS
PARLOR HEATERS
HOT WATER HEATERS
GARAGE HEATERS
STORE HEATERS
AUTOPULSE PUMPS
SINGLE 6” BURNERS
DOUBLE 6” BURNERS
TRIPLE 6” BURNERS
SINGLE 8” BURNERS
DOUBLE 8” BURNERS
TRIPLE 8” BURNERS
SINGLE 10” BURNERS
DOUBLE 10” BURNERS
HOT WATER COILS
AUTOMATIC DRAFT
REGULATORS
ELECTRIC HOT LIDS
ACCESSORIES

Visit Our Display at the
Former Cutler-Ccok Co.

Store
Corner Main and Elm Sts.
45-46
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis have re
turned to their home in Camden after
occupying the W. F. Overlock house
for the winter months. Mr. Davis
will go back and forth between the
towns, continuing his work at the
Security Trust Co. here.
Benjamin Frye and daughter Miss
Mary Frye, accompanied by Mr and
Mrs. Charles Wilson and children Ed
ward and Alfred motored Sunday to
Portland where they enjoyed thc
Merrill “13 Class,” held at the Strand
Theatre. They also delighted Miss
Grace Stetson with a call
Mrs. Burleigh Mank and two chil
dren have been ill with grippe.
Mrs. Leonard Cousins is caring for
Beatrice, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Dolfcam, while Mrs.
Dclham is employed at the mill.
Ihe C.E.S. Circle will meet April
22 with Mrs. Louie Drewett, instead ot
April 19 as previously planned.

00
00

24
15
46
93
22
90

PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INSl ItANCE COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Gross Assets ...................... $22,495,639 90
Real Estate .............................. $100,000 00 Deduct items not admitted .... 1.785.199 34
Stocks and Bonds ...................15,630.032 00 ;
Cash in Office and Bank
... 578.581 91
Admitted ............................$20,710,440 OS
Agents’ Balances ................... 893,103 67 ;
Bills Receivable .....................
29 165 81 |
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Interest and Rents ...............
15.038 63
Net
Unpaid
Losses .............. $1,7«8 577 47
All other Assets .....................
11.821 32
Unearned Premiums .............. 5.287.955 82
•Security
Depreciation
Re
Gross Assets ..................... $17,257,743 34
serve ...................................... 1.510 886 63
Deduct items not admitted ....
43.374 23
All other Liabilities ............... 650.538 47
Reserve .............. 1.500.000 00
Admitted
........................... $17,210,769 05 Contingency
Cash Capital ............................ 5.000.000
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $843,451 70 (Conn. Standard) ................. 4,992,481 67
Unearned Premiums ............ 4.789.108 29
All other Liabilities .............. 274.599 13 Total Liabilities and Sur
Cash Capital ........................ 3.000 000 00
plus
$20,710,440 06
’ Deduction from surplus to adjust se
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 8.303.699 88
curity holdings to true value December
31. 1931 in accordance with formula of
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ..................................... $17,210,769 05 J Connecticut Insurance Department.

THE /ETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY
COMPANY
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................ $208 700 00
Mortgage Loans ...................... 1.039.969 41
Stocks and Bonds (Book
Value) ................................. 27,509.669 64
Cash in Office and Bank ..... 1.003.823 77
Agents’ Balances .................... 3,721.128 56
Bills Receivable, and Sus
pense ...................................
22.637 61
Interest and Rents ................ 257,981 17
All other Assets ...................... 512.777 81

Admitted
............................ $3,395,801
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $198 402
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,715.437
All other Liabilities .............
88.575
Statutory Deposit .................. 400.000
•Surplus over all Liabilities .... 993.336

t
* Summer Cottages ’
g * ^^ ««**««*«* • j

WANTED

SITUATIONS

TO LET

EGGS AND CHICKS

SHFRWINWllLIAMS
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

The Ideal Finish For Kitchen,

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Bathroom and Basement Walls
-

Crie Hardware Co.

ELECTRICIANS

r mEMLSERVICb
) EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBUIANU

The Household Enamel of a Thousand Uses
Your avorite colors on that breakfast room set—the children happy with re-finished
toys and you. rooms new again with fresh new enamell
4»*i cn
S-W Enameloid Rapid Drying, per quart...........................................

22

It is r.ot tco early to look over your Fly Screens. Have

00
75
30
00
17

them in 2ood condition before putting them on

Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,395,801 22
• Bonds and Stocks are valued at the
prices of the 31st December 1931 On
the basis of the values authorized by
the National Convention of Insurance
Commissioners the Surplus over all
Liabilities would be $1,682,833.67.
NEW’YORK UNDERWRITERS INS7CO.
100 William Street, New York
Gross Assets ...................... $34,231,412 75
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Deduct items not admitted 1.635.401 39
Mortgage Loans ....................... $50,090 00
•Admitted ..........................$32,596,011 36 Stocks and Bonds ................... 5.374.851 ..
Cash in Office and Bank
943 007 3?
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Agents’ Balances ..................... 1.136.744 04
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $7,371,486 99
Interest and Rents ...............
50,250 69
Unearned Premiums ............ 10.238.737 96 All other Assets .......................
59.532 02
TSpecial Reserve .................
2,151.44633
All other Liabilities ............... 2.318.818 94
Gross Assets ........................ $7,614,385 26
Cash Capital ......................... 3 000 000 00 Deduct items not admitted .... 190.185 25
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 7.515.521 09
Admitted ..............................$7,424,200 01
Liabilities and Sur
00 iTotal
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
plus ................................... $32.596 011 36
•"‘Stocks and Bonds" have been , Net Unpaid Losses ................. $138,184 96
valued on the basis adopted by the 1 Unearned Premiums ............. 1.107.821 31
National Convention of Insurance Com- , All other Liabilities ............. 802.500 00
missioners.
Cash Capital .............
2.000.000 00
i Deduction from surplus to adjust se- Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.375.693 74
eurlty holdings to true value December
31, 1931 ln accordance with formula of Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,424,200 01
Connecticut Insurance Department.
1
45-Th-51

LOST AND FOUND

•
4 •••••. •••
••• •••
SIX ROOM house and garage to let at
11 Lisle St. MRS. HARMON. The Ken-,
more. 29 Park St.
44-46 ♦
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let. ♦
heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F.
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S C. Reds. We will
STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 1080.
41-tf
deliver by truck or postpaid. April chix
EIGHT ROOM house at 42 Pacific St., for $16 per hundred. State accredited
to let. Cemented cellar, lights, fur for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE <fc
nace. toilet, in good condition. A. M. j SON. Thomaston. R. 1.
40-tf
FULLER. 260 Broadway.___________ 45*50
"QUALITY CHICKS, State tested R I.
"TWO ROOMS to let. one for light Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Order
housekeeping. CALL 1067-W.______ 43-4* early and get the benefit of these extra
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Grove St. to low prices as the quantity is limited; $13
per 109; $60 per 509 and $110 per 1000.
Wire now. You need thc con let. Apply to DR R W. BICKFORD
43-tf All charges prepaid. V. R. VZOODMAN.
venience, we need the work. Prices
Winterport Me. Tel. 46-13.
41*52
SMALL HOUSE, to lot. gas. lights,
lower. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648.
tpllcr garage. 19 McLOUD ST. Tel. ~ R?~L RED CHICKS $15 per 100, State
45-46
Accredited.
Trapnested and
411-W.___________________________ 45-47 tested.
bred for heavv layihg and e;Tg size. W.
ONE SINGLE car garage to let. Price 1 L. MERRIAM, Union. Me.
40-tf
reasonable. MRS. ROBBINS, 20 Maple
BARR ED ROCK~ BABY CHIX 15c;
St. Tel. 143-R___________________ 43’45
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. all bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
modern. Hot and cold water in sink, ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship.
electric lights, gas and bath. Hot water Me. Tel. 128-11.
26-45
heat. Rent reasonable. F L. SHAW.
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching
47 North Main St- Tel. 422-J
43-tf
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E.
TWO furnished rooms to let. with C TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
or without light housekeeping privi- ren.
40-vf
leges. TEL 489-Y.________________ 44*46
FURNISHED apartment, five rooms.
Orient St., to let. Apply MR. PETER
SON. at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
45-tf
FIVE ROOM HOUSE to let. Good conj dltion. lights and water. Rent reason-1 Krys made tn ordrr. Krys maor
tn fit locks when original krys arr
able. EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293
_________________________________ 44*46
Inst. Ilntisr, Office nr Car. Code
books provide krys for all locks
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. toilet,
Sherwin Williams
lights; fruit trees, also four room bunga
M'itliout lint her.
Scissors and
low. Tel. 1188-M Rock’and or 2580 Car.Knives Sharpened.
den. E H. PHILBRICK
41*4C
Proinpl Service, Reasonable Prlcrt
SEMI-LUSTRE
FURNISHED tenement to let In LaRosa. Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS
!_________________________________ 41-tf I
Soft attractive tints are practical
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms
with Semi-Lustre. Rooms stay
to let at 17 Warren St., good repair.1 408 MAIN ST.
KOCKLANO
garage
if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN
Telephone
dainty and inviting because fin
ST. Tel. 577._____
38-tf
HB-tf
ger marks, kitchen-film and win
TWO furnished rooms for light house-,
keeping to let: water, gas. lights. E. Nter's grime wash off this hard,
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
tight half-gloss finish so easily
_________________________________ 38-tf !
and without streaking.
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment tc
, let. good location, rent reasonable ,
S-W Semi-Lustre, quart1 $ --0
ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel
For Reliable and Complete Elec
77.___________________________
40-tf
trical Service of Any Kind
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St
First Class Work at Fair Prices
electric lights, toilet, garage.
MR.
FREE “Joy ol Color” decoralivo booklet ns
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
ollered in Sherwin-Williams program “Keep
,_________________________________ 40-tf ! 442 Main St.,
Rockland, Maine
ing Cp With Daughter*' over 5iB< red network
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St 1
Established 1920
Inquire
of
MRS
W
S.
KENNISTOII.
17f
stations every Wednesday morning.
Telephone 721
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
40-tf
23-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 2'
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
A Fast-Dri Floor Varnish
240 Broadway.
40-tf
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar
It's a pleasure io finish wood and printed linoleum with S-W MAR-NOT Fast-Dri
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Varnish—woodwork and Furniture, too. No inconvenience because
large veranda, large yard. Adults onlv
it drier rapidly. S-W Mar-not Fast-Dri Varnish, per qt. ... ............... $1.25
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
40-tf
I KE SIIEIIWIN-WII.I.IAMS QI AI.IT1 Mtl'SHES
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit i
able
for
family
of
two
or
three,
at
1.‘
EWIt BEST PA1NTIKU KESt LTS
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Tel. 318-W.
40-tf ,

Gross Assets .........................$4,014,443 66
Deduct items not admitted .... 618,642 44

TIIE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO. OE
HARTFORD. CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate .............................. $56,700
Mortgage Loans ......................
43.700
Stocks and Bonds, Book
Value ..................................... 18.172.752
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1,070.345
Agents’ Balances ................... 2.338,299
Bills Receivable ......................
11.250
Interest and Rents ............... 107.623
All other Assets ...................... 684.963

FOR SALE

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
ROOMINO HOUSE. The Kenmore. 11
10 cents for three times. Six words rooms, cause for sale, ill health. MRS.
make a line.
HARMON. 29 Park St.____________ 44-46
CONFECTIONERY STOR£ and pool
room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for
sale. Easy terms. Must be sold before
Mav 1. Apply AT PREMISES. 604 Main
♦
St.
43-tf
GRAY MARINE MOTORS New Light
Four 12-24 horsepower. $298. Other sizes
EASTER SUNDAY, while leaving Bap 5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
tist Church, lost cluster diamond ring. new motors at new low prices. Write us
Liberal reward. Please Tel. 770 or leave for Information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
COURIER-GAZETTE
44-46 9. Camden, Me.
45-65
THREE-PIECE overstuffed living room
DARK tan glove, fancy cuff, lost on
Main St. CALL 405 or leave at this office. suite; also Ford roadster with new bat
45-47 tery. $25 each. MRS. C. W. PROCTOR.
Bicknell Block.
44-46
BRAND NEW power boat for sale, 26
feet long, a good trade. JAMES A.
GREGORY. Vinalhaven.
44*49
HEN HOUSE 10x8»2x8 for sale. Inquire
64 MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R.
44-46
five room apartment
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me., toUNFURNISHED
with toilet, ample closet room
to rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully andlet.
stove. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
furnished, electric lights., hot and cold 156-W
____________________________45-tf
water. S. W. L., 138 South Main St.
THREE BURNER Perfection oil stove,
40-tf
and Singer sewing machine for sale,
both in good condition. TEL. 271-J.
43-45
DAHLIAS. 15. each different and la
beled. $1.25; 20 mixed, not labeled. $1.
Postpaid in flrst three zones. MRS. A. I.
PERRY. Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
Hope.____________________________ 45*65
I WANT a clock that will strike and
HAY for sale. $10 a ton at the barn.
keep reasonably good time. Don’t care
how old it is. Will pay a dollar or pos RALPH C. WYLLIE. Oyster River. War
43-48
sibly dollar and a half for it. Write ren. Tel. 169-12 Thomaston.
P 6. BOX 441. Rockland.
44*46
USED CARS in A-l condition, for sale
or exchange. Must be sold at once.
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted. Will take anything of value. Terms. E.
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. D LINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St. Tel.
Tel. 806-J.
45-47 812-W.____________________________45-47
RENT wanted in Thomaston, single
DROP HEAD Singer sewing machine
house or lower rent of live or six rooms. for sale cheap, nice condition; also
MRS. LELAND HAWKINS. Beechwoods medium size safe. MRS. C. C. KIRK
St.. Thomaston. Tel. Thomaston 132-3.
PATRICK. Brunswick Apts., Rockland.
43-45 Tel. 1301_________________________ 43*45
_____________________
OLD HORSES wanted. Humane death
WHITE CHESTER pigs for sale; also
assured. P C WILLIAMS. 26 Gleason horse, weight 1400 lbs H H. WALDRON.
St. or Tel. 26-4 Thomaston.
45*47; 42 Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
44-46
PANTS OPERATORS wanted, Must
1927 ESSEX coach for sale, three new
be all round experienced operator Good tires, mechanically o. k.. $75. ROLAND
opportunity for righty person
Apply E PAYSON. East Union. Tel. Union
COMPANY. 18-2.
WORSTED
GOODALL
43-45
43-46
Springvale. Me.
SINGLE CYCLE 7 h. p. Bridgeport
motor
for
sale.
Perfect
condition
with
SALESMEN with car wanted To es
tablish and conduct Rawleigh Routes in coil, muffler and wheel. $30. Write "EN
Counties of Hancock. South Knox, Cities GINE. ' care Thc Courier-Gazette. 43*45
of Bath and Lisbon Falls. Steady work
TWO BREEDING roosters for sale.
ers can start earning $35 weekly and in Will sell cheap. $2. because season is late.
crease rapidly.
Hustlers on similar Call at 31 MAIN ST.. Thomaston
43-45
routes do $6000 annual business. Many
PRACTICALLY NEW HOUSE for sale.
established for years. Reply immediatelv giving age. occupation, references. Modern, six rooms and bath, oak floors,
RAWLEIGH INDUSTRIES. Dept. ME- attached garage, on Broadway. F. M.
43-tf
39-T. Albany, N. Y.
45‘lt KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut St.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
orchards, lumber and fire wood.
♦ apple
MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
♦ St., Camden. Tel. 2597.___________ 40-tf
♦ SEVEN-ROOM ho/e for sale, bath, fine
cellar, barn. 14 acre fleld. Oliver St.,
% mile from postoffice. Quick sale
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references, $2500
St.
would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH. Tel. 1080.V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park 40-tf
132 Park St. Tel 441-J.___________ 42*47
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
HOUSECLEANING wanted by hour or $10. Junks $10. W L. OXTON. West
day. References. Write M. A. O'JALA, 1 Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
40-tf
R 1. Box 120. Rockland
45*lt
RESTAURANT, all modern, for sale.
Dining room and counter accommoda
tions for sixty people. Now doing busi
*♦*~**
ness at the best location on Main St. A
wonderful opportunitv for the right
party. Apply V. F. STUDLEY
45*47

Bir^ain Prices For This Week—
One Pint Screen Enamel and a Brush... .57

One Quart Screen Enamel and a Brush .87

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

; MISCELLANEOUS :
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshet and
remodeled, reasonable rates; repr uc-,
tlons made. Satisfaction guaranteed W. '
F. ’ BILL" SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J L inton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St.. I
City._____________________________ 44-49
LADIES- Reliable hair gooas ai Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tei. 519-J
_________________________________ 40-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
! _________________________________ 40-tf ,
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging and
ceiling work call VAN E. RUSSELL. 7
Bunker St. Equipped to go anywhere.
Tel. 1053-W.
40*45
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Main St.. Rockland.
40-tf
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. ElectriI clans. Phone 721. 442 Main St. Opposite C M. P. Co. office_____________ 40-tf
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St.,
opp. foot Pleasant St.
40-tf

R..A-D-I-O-S
The best selection and service

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
28-tf

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

JOB
EHCUES
{JWe claim superiority
and we can prove it. Sam
ples of past jobs are gra
phic evidence of what we
can do for you. Handsome,
forceful folders and book
lets are the stuff from
which sales are made.

The Courier-Gazette
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Chimney Corner
Chat

j First Anniversary Sale I

Adella F. Veazie

•:< •:< •:<

•:< >

•;<

IS
In addition to personal notes regard- r
Ing departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.'
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be.

™ Ly„™±Cd'
rELtPHONE ............ ... .

Samuel Smalley who is spending

hi„
with his narents Ml
hisvacation witn nis parents, All.

and Mrs. Jacob Smalley, Willow
street, has as his guest for a few
days. Norman Ingalls, ex-Tufts base770 °r 7M W ball and football star.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Forbus gave
a bridge party Tuesday evening, their
glfests being Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Chap
man, Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Mor
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Predette, Mr.
and Mrs. Karl Predette, and Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Hooper. Honors were won
by Mrs. Morton, Mr. Chapman and
Mrs. Chapman. Buffet lunch was
served.

STILL GOING ON
WITH NEW SUPPLIES

BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

Mr. and Mrs. H. Augustus Merrill
of Portland were in the city Tuesday
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND, ME.
enjoying one of the numerous motor
trips which they hope to experience I
j while Mr. Merrill is having a vaca- j!
I tion. As announced in our Tuesday
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
issue, Mr. Merrill has resigned his
position as political editor of the
Schools in town will close this week
The 113th anniversary of OddfelPortland Evening News. “Gus” has for the spring vacation and the lowship will be celebrated by the
“covered" numerous sessions of the seniors will leave Friday morning for several branches of the order at their
State Legislature, but hopes next |
Granville Poole of Camden, return | winter to be sitting as a member of Washington, D. C„ accompanied by hall April 26. The principal speaker
ing from a winter in St. Petersburg, it instead of down in “The Hub of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farmer. The will be Deputy Grand Master Melvin
Fla., has been the guest of Mr. and Hell,” as the press headquarters are I members of the class: Edith Riley, S. Hutchins of Searsport.
Thalice Spear, Carolyn Graffam,
Past Noble Grands’ Night was ob
Mrs. L. A. Thurston at The High known at the State Capitol.
Louise Sherer, Dorothy Tolman, Con served by Maiden Cliff Rebekah
lands.
stance Wellman, Geraldine Page, Lodge Wednesday evening. Supper
Miss Marion Upham entertained ! Maurice Turner, Weston Arey, Maurice was served at 6.30. and a party was
O. E. Wishman who has been at
tending a cement conference in Al Les Bijous, Monday evening at her Miller, Vere Crockett, Earle Achorn. given in honor of the 90th birthday
Mrs. Charles W. Robarts is a pa- j anniversary of Mrs. Eliza Jones cf
bany, N. Y., this week was accom residence in Rockport. Miss Susan
tient at Knox Hospital, where she is' Rockport, who is 'an active member
panied as far as Portland by Mrs. Spear had high score.
receiving treatment following an at of the order.
Wishman, who returned Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stinson have tack of pneumonia.
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan entertained
returned
from
Brookline,
Mass.,
Mrs. Albert Nelson of South Port
Mr. Gillis of the firm of Gillis & the Methodist ladies society Wed
where
they
have
been
spending
the
,
land is visiting Mrs. Lucy Peabody
Clune is expected to arrive this week nesday afternoon.
winter with Mrs. Stflison’s sister to finish the work which was started
and relatives in Thomaston.
Mrs. Ada Dyer, librarian at tlie
Miss Della B. Bean.
last fall on the Bok improvement job. Camden Public Library, and her sis
Estelle Hall and Virginia Snow re
Work began Tuesday on the re- ter Mrs. Henry Foster, are visiting
Mrs. Emerson Sadler was tendered moval of the old trolley tracks through \ relatives in Hanover. During Mrs
turned to Farmington Normal School
Monday, motoring there with Capt. a surprise birthday party Monday the business section of the town. The j Dyer's absence, Mrs. Katherine DonEarl Starrett cf Thomaston, whose evening at the home cf Mrs. Flora space will be filled with macadam. 1 will serve as librarian.
daughter, Dorothy, was also returning fernald, Birch street, the guests be
Mrs. George Wentworth who has
Parker Morse Hooper of New York
ing Mrs. Frank Fields, Mrs. N. L.
to school.
Witham, Mrs. E. W. Freeman, Mrs. been very 111 from pneumonia is now city, a summer resident of Camden,
able to be about the house.
is spending a few days in town.
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, in charge ot Adelma Mullen and Mrs. Velma
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Grotton
There was a large audience at thc
the Chapin Class supper Tuesday Marsh. The late lunch included a
evening at the Universalist vestry, decorative birthday cake made by who were visiting in Somerville when opera house Tuesday evening to
their home on the Camden road was listen to a lecture by Commander
was assisted by Mrs. George H. Welch Mrs. Pearl Look.
destroyed by fire, have returned and Donald B. MacMillan on his life In
and Miss Gladys Blethcn.
The Kncweachother Club met are staying for the present with their the far North. The lecture was given
Mrs. Margaret Hurd was hostess i Monday afternoon with Mrs. Evelyn daughter Mrs. Carlton Porter, Ams- under the auspices of the Rotary
Club.
to the Chummy Club Tuesday eve I Sherman and Mrs. Leonard Hall as bury Hill.
Mrs. Louise Dunbar has rented the
Mrs. Clara McWain of Newton,
ning. with Mrs. Arthur Marsh and hostesses. The time was spent in
Mass., Mrs. Evelyn Sparrow of Bos J. W. Ingraham house on Chestnut
Mrs. E. W. Freeman carrying off hon» sewing.
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Heal street and will occupy it at an eariy
ors in bridge.
Browne Club is meeting tomorrow of Westboro, Mass., have returned to date.
Earl Perry has returned from Boston evening with Mrs. Crosby French, their homes, being called he~e by the
where he attended Burdett College Summer street.
TWO SIDES OF A SHIELD
death of Mrs. Mary E. Thomas.
alumni banquet Saturday evening.
The Community sewing class held
Bridge fans are looking forward to its regular meeting Tuesday evening Porter-Edwards Debate Leads New
Mrs. John Clayter of Camden is in the party at Temple hall tomorrow at the M. E. parsonage.
Jersey Reader To an Interesting
Comment
Everett, Mass., called by the death evening under the auspices of the St.
Rev. F. F. Fowle and Rev. G. F.
cf her father.
John’s Day committee, with Lucius Currier attended the meeting of the
York in charge. Playing will begin Knox County Ministers’ Association Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Hatctoquitit Club met Tuesday at 8. There will be attractive prizes, Monday at the First Baptist Church
Having been an interested reader ol
evening at the home of Mrs. Millie and buffet lunch will be served.
*-he letters from H. E. Edwards and
in Rockland.
Thomas, Robinson street.
Casper Daucett has moved from thc E ,p°rter, I am reminded of the
Eugene Harrington and family re Deane blocx to tne cnartes Went-j0'^ legend about the two men who
Theodore Bird and Fmery Trafton turn tomorrow from Jefferson, Mass., worth house on Pleasant street.
*'e7e
,he opposite sides ot
of Northeastern University are home [ where they have been visiting rela
Several from this place attended the
^mc tlTnt\ °5C
for a five weeks' period during which tives since Sept. 3,
weekend sessions oir tne young Peo contended that it was made of silver
Mr. Bird will be employed by the
ple’s Conference in Camden. The and the other man that it was of gold
Medomak Canning Co. and Mr. Traf
Mrs. Ada Martin who has been programs each day were highly inter oi some other metal. Each man was
ton by the Bicknell Manufacturing spending the winter in Massachu
correct so far as he was able to ob
esting and of much educational value serve.
Co.
setts, has returned to her home at along the line of church work.
The application of the moral is
Ingraham Hill. While away she
Resurfacing of the iron bridge was i this: Had Mr Porter Hved fQr the
Mrs. John G. Snow of Orange street cared for the late Miss Isabel Lattie.
completed
Monday.
It
certainly
is
a
past
30 years in Detroit among law.
entertained at sewing Tuesday eve
fine
piece
of
work.
abiding
people he might have shared
ning
Mrs. William L. Benner who has
Owing to the severe storm Tuesday | the views expressed by Mr. Edwards.
been
staying
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Pat

the no-school signal was sounded for But if Mr. Edwards had lived for
Mrs. Herbert Hall, Mrs. Lillian Mc
Rae, Mrs. Austin Brewer, Miss Helen terson at Ingraham Hill for several both morning and afternoon sessions. the same period in “Greater New
weeks
has
returned
to
her
home,
The Thursday evening prayer serv York," among people of all grades of
Burns and Mrs. Lucius York carried
off honors at the bridge party given Warren street. She is much im ice at the M. E. Church will be humanity, including a large propor
proved
in
health.
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall
omitted this evening due to the ab tion of foreign born people who came
by the Auxiliary of Sons of Union
sence of Rev. F. F. Fowle.
to this country “expecting.” as tne
Miss
Blanche
Rogers
celebrated
Veterans. Mrs. Evie Perry was
Mr. and Mis. Douglas Bisbee en saying goes—“to pick up money in the
her
birthday
by
entertaining
a
few
hostess.
tertained members of the Nitsumso- streets." only to be laced with tn®
friends Tuesday evening at her sum Club and their husbands Monday 1 necessity for “getting" a living in
The Outing Cl’ib had luncheon yes home on James street. Refresh at dinner and bridge.
any way they can, he would be cog
terday at thc Thorndike Hotel and ments were served, the birthday
nizant of conditions which he now
then spent the afternoon sewing at cake being especially nice. Music
considers as unbelievable. The dif
DEER ISLE
the home of Mrs. J. N. Southard, and dancing mads the evening pass
ferences in the viewpoint among
pleasantly. Miss Rogers received
Ocean street.
people of these two sections of our
Andrew Little of Massachusetts country, while affording grounds for
several nice presents.
was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. an interesting and friendly debate
Mrs. Lillian McRae was hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery Miller E. Colby.
the E.F.A. Club yesterday afternoon
also present irreconcilable obstacles
The Sunset Church Aid were guests to a decision as to who is the win
at her home on Pleasant street, at have returned to Camden after a de
lightful cruise to Panama, West of Mrs. Evelyn Haskell last week.
bridge and buffet lunch.
ner, neither contestant being able
Mrs. Lansing of Pelham, N. Y.. has fully to comprehend the peculiar con
Indies and South America.
been in town directing work on her ditions which have given rise to the
The women cf St. Peter’s Fpisccpa!
Church announce a public card party
Donald Ludwig who has been visit new summer home at Stonington.
opinions of the other.
Mrs. Courtney Eaton and Mrs. Al
the evening of May 4 at The Thorn ing his father. Edwin G. Ludwig, and
A Subscriber
fred
Dunham
were
in
Stonington
relatives
in
Thomaston
has
returned
dike grill.
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
to Attleboro, Mass.
SEEK THOMASTON RELATIVE
Blanche Dunham.
The Itooevlk Club met Tuesday aft
Arthur H. Eaton and Oscar Morey,
ernoon at the home of Mrs. F C
Mrs. Donald Perry. Mrs. Walter C.
A Bath despatch says that, ...atBoody, Jr., Pleasant street. The Ladd and Mrs. John Chisholm were engineer and steward on the Morgan
presence of Mrs. Walter H Butler prize winners at the card party given yacht Nivette, Capt. John G. Green thew N. Clark, 65, was found dead last
after an illness of many weeks was Tuesday evening by Mrs. Raymond law, have gone to New York to join night in his room at 665 Middle
the boat.
street, that city, and police are try
? matter of much satisfaction among Moulaison, Berkeley street.
Miss Alice Robbins and Mies Fran ing to get in touch with a sister, be
the members. The time was devoted
to "sewing patchwork. Mrs. Boody
Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine and daugh ces Turnbull, who spent the winter lieved to reside at Thomaston. The
served refreshments.
ter Muriel of Fort Fairfield are visit in Washington, D. C., have opened body was taken to the Curtis under
ing the Misses Britt, LimCTbck street, their cottage at South Deer Isle for taking rooms.
Louis Bosse has returned from and other friends, during Conference the season.
Capt. Walter E. Scott and Alfred
week.
several weeks’ stay in New York.
Dunham left Monday for Rowayton,
Miss Helen York was rpeakcr last
Mrs. Raymond Small was hostess to Conn. Later Capt. Dunham will go
FRIDAY ONLY
evening at the meeting of the Round the Jolly Ten Club Monday evening on to Saranac, N. Y„ where he will be
employed this season.
Table of the Camden Congregational at supper and bridge.
Drama with a Kick!
Miss Audrey Annis of Rockland was
Church. Her experiences accom
Romance with a Sob!
panying the Gold Star Mothers on
Kalloch Class met Tuesday after the guest ol her grandmother Mrs.
their visit to the battlefields of noon in the church parlors for work. Angie Annis a few days last week.
SALLY BLANE
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dunham and
France and her account of side trips Those who were at supper enjoyed
kept the audience highly interested. those dandelion greens, even if they three children of Charleston arc
JAMES MURRAY
The high light was her description were of last year's vintage. More guests of relatives in town.
of the Passion Play at Oberammer- than 140 persons were present at the
EDMUND BREESE
gau.
evening prayer service.
in
VINALHAVEN
Miss Gertrude Blackington enter
Judson H. Young of Matinicus was
tained several young friends Satur a recent guest at Pleasant View Farm,
day evening at her home on Masonic Glencove.
street, with dancing, cards and buffet
lunch as features.
Mrs. Phoebe Lufkin has returned
to Massachusetts after having spent
Ex-Mayor E. L. Brown is con some weeks with relatives and friends
valescing from a severe cold.
in Glencove and Rockland.

r

David Rubenstein and family have
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth have
returned from their winter’s stay in gone to Portsmouth, N. H. with their
Boston and have reopened their home son Roland for an indefinite stay.
op Main street and Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth has re
A charming spring luncheon and turned from Boston where she was
bridge were given Monday evening the guest for a few days of her
at the Rogers home on Amesbury mother Mrs. A. C. White, and sister.
street. The decorations were carried Miss Corinne White. Mrs. White
out in orchid, green and yellow, the leaves tomorrow for New York and
centerpiece being a large bouquet of Pittsburgh, visiting in the latter city
orchid and yellow flowers. There her daughter, Mrs. H. Boyd Edwards,
were three tables, honors going to whose husband is pastor of thr.
Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs. Fred Church of the Ascension in that city.
Robinson of Avon, Mass., Mrs. Henry I ater she will go to Columbus and
Lurvey and Mrs. Ernest P. Jone6. Cincinnati to visit relatives.
Mrs. Robinson who is visiting her
Rcunds Mothers Class held its an
daughter. Mrs. Jones, for a short
time, was guest of honor. Other nual spring dinner last evening at
guests were Mrs. Walter Joy, Miss the Congregational vestry, with 30
Constance Joy, Mrs. Wesley Thurs present, including members and hus
ton, Mrs. Sherwood Williams and bands. A color scheme of yellow was
carried out in table appointments and
Miss Saxon Lurvey.
the tempting menu included lobster
stew. Games, stunts and contests
Have your wiring inspected and provided interesting and hilarious en
brought up to date. Remove all tertainment. Mrs. A. R. Havener was
hazards. Prices are lower. A. T. supper chairman and Mrs. Henry B
Thurston. Tel. 648.
45-46
Eird and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds had
charge of the entertainment.
See the Autopulse Pump in opera
tion at our Lynn Burner Display in
A real souvenir—gift, dear to the
the former Cutler-Cook Co. location. heart of every boy and girl, will be
Main at Elm streets. Direct feed given to the first 200 calling, (age 7
from storage to burner. Ask a sales to 12) Saturday at 1.30 at the Lynn
man to demonstrate this truly won Range Burner display of A. C. Mc
derful device. A. C. McLoon fiz Co., Loon Co., in thc former Cutler-Cook
distributors—adv.
Co. store.—adv.
•

The new rates and time table of
the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef
fective April 11 are: Planes leave
Rockland 8 a. m.; 12 noon and 4 p. m.
Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or |
North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3.00
special trip. $12.00; Rockland to Ston
ington, $3.00, round trip $5.00, special
$15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha
ven to Stonington, $2.00. round trip
$3.00, special $15.00; North Haven to
Vinalhaven, $2.00, round trip, $300,
special $12.00. Round trips must be
made the same day. Sailings are on
standard time.
44-46

BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Millay were
Liberty visitors Sunday.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood was a
caller Saturday at Mrs. Ada Mitch
ell's.
Virgil Simmons spent Sunday at
Robert Esancy’s.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood kindly
opened her home Wednesday to the
ladies of her neighborhood for a
sewing bee. Each one took material
and with that sent by friends and
the use of three sewing machines, a
fine box of bedding, towels, etc., was
made for the Hart family who re
cently lost their home by fire. Friday
afternoon Mrs. Leila Turner invited
the same group and two quilts were
tacked for the box.

Catching Coh
VICKS
NOSE DROI
HEW AID IN PREVENTING

Since starting this "chimney cor
ner” stuff I have often wondered how
long it would be possible for me to
remain in that corner, and how many
sudden darts I would make out into
the open where I am most at home.
1 find myself just now impelled to
tell you of a trip I took soon after
we had all told of beautiful places
we had seen in Maine. In writing
about the scenes of my failier’s boy
hood I can shut my eyes and see once
more most of the roads we took on
that never to be forgotten day that
I first saw his old home.
Some time ago when my neighbor,
Mr. Smiley was home for the week
end, he thought to give me a treat,
so witft his family we started to try
and find that old road which led up
on the mountain to the old Veazie
place. Past the fish hatchery we
went, past the old Russ farm, knowr
later as the Wheaton Lovejoy place,
with the big elm tree known far and
near, thence on to the farther end r
Hosmer's pond where the road begins
to ascend, and we began to look for
the old road.
We turned on one of the first roads
to which we came and though I de
murred, saying this road was too well
travelled to be the one we were look
ing for, we kept going higher and
higher until we found a house on
the left where we stopped tp make
inquiry. Then we saw one' of the
most wonderful views I have ever
seen in Maine—a view which I want
all my friends to share with me and
which I hope to see again when t.he
tr.ud dries up and I creep out of mv
chimney corner and go “rambling"
once more. We looked straight down
ever the lake, over acres and acres
of water which thc man of the house
told us was Megunticook river. I
had never known there was such a
river. and from where we were we
had a bird’s eye view of the whole
country thereabout for miles and
miles.
It was there we learned that the
old Veazie house no longer existed:
the road thereto was practically
abandoned as there was no longer
any reason for keeping it open. We
turned around there and came home
but before starting I took the precau
tion to ask where the road led. in
order that I might send friends there
to see the view or to-revisit the place
myself at some future time, and we
were told that we were on one of the
direct roads to Hope Corner.
The man who gave us our informa
tion did not seem to appreciate the
view from his home, and he told us
that he intended to move as soon as
circumstances would permit, at which
we did not wonder when we thought
of the coming winter with its heaps
of drifting snow and not another
house within hearing distance, but in
summer it was certainly one of the
most beautiful places I ever saw. I
felt as if I were “sitting on top of
the world" when I looked down over
that landscape and that winding
river and those peaceful fields and
woods.

GROSS NECK
Pearl Simmons of North Waldoboro
is spending a few weeks with his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Simmons.
Percy Eugley and Herman Derosier
of Glendon were recent visitors at
McClellan Eugley’s.
Mrs. William Gross visited Mrs.
Annie Nash and Mrs. John Johanson
at West Waldoboro last Thursday.
Alton Simmons who has been
spending the winter at Waldoboro,
has moved his family into the house
owned by Clinton Gross at Dutch
Neck
Miss Hazel Hilton of Broad Cove
spent Monday evening with Mrs.
Dewey Winchenbach.
McClellan Eugley was in Damari
scotta recently.
James Stewart of Bremen has been
visiting his sister Mrs. Ernest Eugley.
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Cor
ner, Mrs. Charles Kaler and Mrs.
Aaron Nash of West Waldoboro were
visitors Sunday at Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
Mr. and Kirs. Alfred Waltz were in
Rockland Salurday.

Bon Ton Dress Shoppe
NEXT TO NEWBERRY’S

♦

♦

.

PRICES DRASTICALLY REDUCED ON ALL SPRING
MERCHANDISE! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
FIRST BIRTHDAY SALE

DRESSES
$10.50 to $g 50
$5,95
3.87 to

GREATER

R. K. O.

VAUDEVILLE
with

Formerly up to $5.95

t

HATS—Reduced from—
$2.98 to $1.98

BOB OTT& COMPANY

*

Y
*5. »♦.

*♦*

»♦. »♦« .♦« .♦«

LAS> TIMES TODAY
DOLORES DEL RIO
“GIRL OF THE RIO"

<$» >j» *♦* »♦. »♦« »♦«

»*« *$* «g» «|»<|>

*5* »♦« »♦* *j* •$» »j* »♦« »♦« »j.

*
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SPECIAL HOSE,
pair 55c; 2 pair for $1.00
SALE STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 15
At 9.00 A. M.

?
>:•
♦

4.4.

4

❖❖❖❖•j.

+
t
:-4.4< 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4-4-J.4"..
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and assistant editor of the Year Book. also president of the Y.W.C.A.. busi
She has been a member of the Glee ness manager of the Ttar Book, and
Tuesday's storm brought the frost Club both years. This year she has chairman of the executive committee
been president of her class. She is of her class.
out of the roads in many places.
Mrs. Ida Yeaton has been guest of
Mrs. Fred Winchenbach at the vil
lage.
A. B. Little and Mrs. Jane Millard
of Bristol were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. George T. Palmer.
WALNUT TOP CHOCOLATES
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach
and Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Schofield
attended the Eastern Star meeting
in Damariscotta last week.
SEE OUR CANDY WINDOW
Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter
Eda of Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. A.
J. Genthner and Mrs. Hamlin Sco
field were callers Sunday on Mr. and
Mrs. W. O. Pitcher and Mrs. Nettie
CONFECTIONERS
Drown.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Leonard Holmes spent thc week
end with his family here.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

“MONTEVIDEOS”
33c Pound

CHISHOLM BROS?

CASTINE
Miss Margaret Simmons has been '
chosen to give the address of welcome [
at commencement at Castine Normal
School in June. Miss Simmons Is i
horn Friendship and graduated from i
Thomaston High School in the class
of '29. She has had an outstanding
record throughout her entire course j
at Normal School, ln her junior year
she was a member of the student
council, a delegate to Camp Maqua,

SATURDAY ONLY

BARGAIN WEEK END
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
G Quart Covered
Shrubs and
Tennis Shces Agate Kettle
Rose Bushes
T:o fit everybody;
20 kinds
29c each
Large
nicely
made
and
10c each
Agate
Pans
reinforced
Lawn Rakes
6 Quart Sire
10c each
10c each
49c pair

Boys’ Suits, 25c and 50c
Dresses,
25c, 39c, 50c
Pajamas,
59c
Ladies’ Rayon Undies 15c
Best quality of Rayon
Underwear 39c, 49c, 59c
Ladies’ Dresses,
39c, 49c. 98c
Bridge Table Covers, 29c
Rubber Corset Girdle 69c

Mesh Hose, pair
25c
Anklets, pa’r
10c, 20c
Men’s Fancy Hose pr 10c
Men’s Dress Shirts, 49c
Men’s Dress Shirts, 98c
Men’s Union Suits, 29c
Men’s Shirts, Shoits, 25c
4 in Hand Ties, 10c, 25c
Childien’s Shoes, pr 1.00
Children’s Hats,
59c
Ladies’ Hats,
98c

timberlands

fCAHNivAL
BIG TIMES BOAT

A Columbia Picture

..

Garter Runs Can Never Pass Weit

7^6

Directed by Eddie Buzzell

*1.00

SILK HOSE,111
69c, 88c, 98c

❖

Tf

Biff, Bing and Bang Action
and Thrills in a This, That
and It Romance of the Fall
and Rise of a BIG TIMER.

$1.98 to

And HATS 79c
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL NEW COATS

FfjjfifLove
Fires Honor’s Spark
sFjr in this son of the tall

Ben Lyon
Con$tance Cummings
Thelma Todd

198

A SPECIAL LOT OF DRESSES
Marked to $1.00

How a Dumb
Champ Can
Fall For A
Wise Belle I

with

$5 00

All in Newest Spring Prints and Plain Colors, Silks and Knit
Sport Dresses, Sunday Night and Street Dress

❖

“THE RECKONING”

5 ACTS 5

to
2.87 to

£87

SATURDAY

ON OUR STAGE

S

«

£

HOBART BOSWORlH
FRED KOHLER
GINGER ROGERS
Directed by

ALBERT
ROGELL

CHARLES R. ROGERS
PRODUCTION

“TONIGHT OR NEVER’’
with
GLORIA SWANSON

SASH

Full Fashioned

23x10 TURKISH

Curtains

Hose

Towels

Assorted Colors
Ruffles

Bemberg
Season's best shades

Assorted Colored
Borders

19c pair

50c pair

10c each

Pillow Slips, each
10c Cretonnes, yard
Percale, yard
Shade Curtans, hist
Prints, yard
quality; each
49c Curtain Material, yd
Rag Rugs, each
19c Curtain Rods 5c, 10c,

10c
10c
10c
10c
20c

E. B. CROCKETT
5c & 10c to $1.00

A Paramount Publix Theatre

PAR

STORE

A Paramount Publix Theatre

COMING MONDAY-TUESDAY
By Popular Demand—Return Engagement of
“TIIE KATAIIDIN MOUNTAINEERS”

Performance* at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30

A Home Owned Store With Chain Store Piices

I

Every-Other-Day
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WATCH FOR IT

xo

The Greatest Announcement in

TEXACO HISTORY
in Saturday’s Courier-Gazette
A. C. McLOON & CO. Agents
N. B.—We want 200 children, boys and girls, between the ages of 7 and 12, at
the LYNN Range Burner display in the former Cutler-Cook Co. store, Main
and Elm Streets, each to receive a

tCO

Gift Dear to the Heart of Any Youngster
Be On Hand Saturday At 1:30 Sharp
-W
dent, in the Blackmer Home at Tokio where the traffic in liquors was pro between the ages of 17 and 21 and
ir. the storv. His father's opposition against a fast moving background of way legging train and Bill's trip
WiTH THE BOWLERS
Japan. The study program was on hibited. If a return to the old State showed email marks of intemperance.
to his affection fcr Ginger brings action in a big legging camp and a across the mountain peaks on a
_____
about some of the biggest drama’ir show boat. Tnrills are injected with "high-line” with only a log between
‘Southern Missions."
control system is made, it would re
Following the program a social | „
in
•
r- j
i
Mission Workers and White Mrs. Edith Tweedie, reporting for store again the export traffic with time was enjoyed, and refreshments j Centrals rressing tederals— scenes in the picture. The romance j the breaking uo of a log-jam, the him and a 250 fcot drop to oblivion —
between Boyd and Ginger is set wrecking of a heavily loaded, runa adv.
the Methodist society said that
Ribboners Tell of Accom- whereas their organization was the foreign lands which would do much were served by the hostess, assisted
Boiler Makers Hang Up
to lower the high standing America by Mrs. Olive Wilson, Mis. Alfred
plishments and Answer Womens Foreign Missions and nc bolds today in the field of interna Lord and Mrs. Leonard Hall. Misses
New High Total
r
\ home mission work was included in tional relations. Everywhere from Vivian Chaples, Lilia Sherman,
j
their
reports,
yet
a
good
deal
was
j
Some Arguments
the mission field comes back the cry Donna dcRcchemont and Arlene
There’s a beautiful fight for second
done as extra work. Besides work j to America, "Hold onto Prohibition." Havener, Y.P.B. girls, acted as assist
MARY: I’ve just done
place in progress in the Knox County
The meeting of the W.C.T.U. Fri- ' along regular lines, they maintained
Following the reports a candle ants.
• Bowling League, the percentage of
■
1
a
native
Bible
woman
in
India.
The
|
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
the dishes—oh, how
lighting service was given. Taking
difference between the Centrals and
Lena Stevens, at which members of study book was "Christ Comes to the j part were Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs
Texacos
being
so
small
as
to
be
al

PARK
THEATRE
the church mission circles were guests | Village,
Kate Brawn, Miss Mabel Seavey, Mrs.
my hands sting
most invisible to the naked eye. The
was pleasant and instructive. The
Olive Wilson, Mrs. Harold Greene.
Centrals
by
taking
seven
points
of
a
Miss
Edith
Bicknell,
reporting
for
Women, through love, have the
program on Temperance and MisMrs. Mildred Washburn and Miss
sions was in charge of Miss Alena | the First Baptist Church said that | Alena Young. Mrs. Lillian Joyce power to change a man for better or doubleheader Monday night are
MOTHER: There’s too
Young in the absence ol Mrs Gene besides the Woman's Missionary So- j sang "Send the Light.” Mrs. Jean worse. In "The Reckoning,” which c'.qsely pressing the Federals for first
Atherton, local directorof that de- ciety, a large amount of work wac ette Dunton lighted the candle indi comes Friday a girl sticks to her place, and are looked upon as strong
much alkali in your soap
partment. Reports were given of the '• done by Kalloch Class, Opportunity J cating that the Rockland Union was lover even though her love threatens contenders for the cash prize. Only
mission work done by the various Class and Browne Class, in the home a Light Line Union, and Mrs. Stod to get her embroiled with the law, three more weeks to go.
* * » ♦
circles.
and foreign fields. Each of the Sun- dard pinned the white ribbon on that and makes him stop before it is too
Miss Mabel Seavey, speaking for day school divisions has a missionary j part of the world map indicating late. “The Reckoning,” with its
The Texacos and Centrals had a
t*. MARY: I bought it
the Littlefield Memorial Church said department. Miss May Walker told Yachow, West China, where working many thrills and appealing romance snug battle Monday night, the former
that their society did work in four in more detail of the work of the in the mission hospital is Miss Carrie is so fast-moving and colorful as to winning by 12 pins and a single point.
because it seemed a
departments, Women's Missionary I Woman's Missionary Society. A pro- Shurtleff of Massachusetts, a reg be certain to be popular with all who French was master of ceremonies with
Society, Junior Guild, Teen Age gram is presented at each monthly istered nurse to whom a year’s sub like more than a mere dash of ex high total and high string (125).
lot for the money—
Gui\t and Crusaders. Interest in meeting, covering the home and scription of the Union Signal is sent citement in their entertainment.
Gardner was well up in the king row. i
missions was good and much had , foreign fields. Much White Cross by the Rockland Union, that she may
On the same program Friday there The summary:
been done in work, study and offer- work has been done. These reports keep informed as to facts about pro are also five acts of R.K O. vaudeville
Texacos—Fogg 285, J. MeLoon 279,
MOTHER: You should use
ings for both home and foreign fields. as a whole showed an almost in- hibition. Prayer was offered by Mrs. that are sure to. please—Cornish
At the monthly missionary prayer j credible amount of missionary work Tweedie and the circle sang, "Some Brothers in comedy novelty music A. C. MeLoon 271, Gay 273, French
335,
total
1443.
and dancing; Harrv Leff in remedy
Lux—it costs less than 1? a
meeting an offering was taken for the I done by these sincere and devoted Glad Day."
Centrals—Clarke 272, McKinney
transportation of local rural Sunday j church women who give so unstintsinging and talking; Bob Ott and
* * * *
260,
Stewart
293,
Valley
289,
Gardner
ingly of their time and money for
day and it leaves your
Company in a Petite Revue; Bryson
school scholars.
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